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FOREWORD 
 
Part 2 of the Fair Trading Act 1996 (‘the Act’) makes provision for investigations of anti-competitive practices. 
 
Section 8(1) of the Act specifies that, for the purposes of Part 2, a person engages in an anti-competitive practice if, in the 
course of business, he pursues a course of conduct which, of itself or when taken together with a course of conduct pursued by 
another person or other persons, has or is intended to have or is likely to have the effect of restricting, distorting or preventing 
competition in connection with the production, supply or acquisition of goods in the Island or the supply or securing of services in 
the Island.   
 
Section 9(1) of the Act specifies that, if it appears to the Isle of Man Office of Fair Trading (‘OFT’) that any person has been or is 
pursuing a course of conduct which may amount to an anti-competitive practice, the OFT may investigate and report the 
question whether that person has been or is pursuing a course of conduct which does amount to such practice.  
 
At its meeting on 31st October 2019, the Board of the OFT (‘the Board’) considered a paper concerning the demand responsive 
services being provided by Bus Vannin.   
 
The purpose of the paper was to furnish the Board with sufficient information to enable it to make an informed decision, namely 
should the OFT investigate and report the question whether Bus Vannin, in the provision of the demand responsive services, 
has been or is pursuing a course of conduct which does amount to an anti-competitive practice.   
 
The Board agreed that there were sufficient grounds for the OFT to investigate and report the question and, therefore, gave its 
consent to such.  
 
The Terms of Reference for the investigation were:- 
 

 The OFT will investigate and report the question whether Bus Vannin, in the provision of the demand responsive services 

specified below, has been or is pursuing a course of conduct which does amount to an anti-competitive practice. 

 The demand responsive services are those commonly referred to as ‘ConnectPORTS’ and ‘ConnectVILLAGES’, operating 

under regular service licences issued by the Road Transport Licensing Committee (‘the RTLC’).  

 The OFT will investigate and report the question in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Act. 

 Subject to any major problems, e.g. loss of key staff, the OFT will investigate and report the question in good time for the 

report to be laid before Tynwald in October 2020. 

 
Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic, i.e. an unforeseen major problem, led to very significant delays in undertaking the 
investigation. 
 
In March 2021, after seeking the views of relevant officers, the Project Leader, namely the Head of OFT, took the decision to 
engage an expert independent consultant to assist officers of the OFT in conducting the investigation and producing a report 
based on the terms of reference stated above through reviewing, analysing and augmenting the information already gathered by 
those officers.  
 
This decision was primarily influenced by the extensive nature and complexity of the investigation but also by the need to 
expedite it following the aforesaid significant delays.  To this end, a quick tender was undertaken with the successful tenderer 
being Grant Thornton Limited (‘Grant Thornton’).  Both the noticed and interested parties received a copy of the report and were 
given the opportunity to give their feedback and their comments have been included as appendices at the end of the report.   
 
The following report provided by Grant Thornton has been approved by the Board. 
  
 
Head of OFT 
John Peet 
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Executive summary 
Introduction, scope of our report and background 
 

Introduction 

•  The OFT instructed Grant Thornton to investigate and report on the complaint from UNITE Taxis (previously the taxi federation) 
that Bus Vannin, in the provision of demand response bus services, has been or is pursuing a course of conduct which amounts 
to anti-competitive practice 

Scope of our report 

•  The OFT began an investigation (in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Act) into whether Bus Vannin, in the 
provision of the demand response services, ConnectVillages and ConnectPorts, was pursuing a course of conduct which 
amounted to an anti-competitive practice 

•  Grant Thornton was tasked to review the information being held by OFT in respect of its initial investigation and provide: 

– a written initial assessment and analysis of information gathered during the course of the investigation to determine whether 
there is evidence of an anti-competitive practice or whether additional information is required in order to form a conclusion 

– a final report, following the assessment of information detailed above, including any additional information deemed 
necessary in order to form a conclusion. The report should include: 

– an index of information; 

– detail of the process followed, with reference to the relevant legal and economic frameworks; 

– detail of the evidence relied upon; 

– conclusions as to whether any anti-competitive practices have been identified; and 

– recommendations based on the above 

•  In line with the terms of the mandate, this report covers the following areas: 

– our understanding of the background to Bus Vannin and the taxi service complaints; 

– an overview of our approach, including an outline of the legal and economic framework which we have used to determine 
our approach to our assessment of Bus Vannin's potential anti-competitive behaviour; 

– consideration of Bus Vannin's market position to establish whether Bus Vannin has a dominant position; and 

– summary and review of the data provided to determine whether there is evidence of anti-competitive behaviour, in particular, 
predatory pricing 

 

Background 

•  Between February and July 2017 the Isle of Man Government initiated a SAVE programme in order to identify efficiencies and 
savings in public finance expenditure to meet cost reduction targets. In response to savings identified in the provision of bus 
services, Bus Vannin implemented the following services: 

– ConnectVillages: due to the low population density in the North of the Island, Bus Vannin's operations in this area were not 
considered to be suitable; therefore, the SAVE programme highlighted that Bus Vannin should restructure its operations in the 
North.  After reviewing the options, in order to achieve the savings recommended in the SAVE report, the DoI made the decision 
to replace off peak services in the north of the island with the new demand response service:  

– the licence to operate these services was granted by the RTLC on 24 May 2018, with the letter announcing the approval 
of these services issued on 5 June 2018, and we understand that this service commenced on a one-year trial basis in 
December 2018. Whilst the one-year trial period has expired, the service continues to operate under the existing application 

– ConnectPorts: Bus Vannin applied to operate a demand response service to/from the Island’s sea terminal and 
Ronaldsway airport from/to any point on the Island, albeit only the airport services have been operational thus far. We 
understand that, originally, the ConnectPorts service was set up to provide a service to households who could not get to the 
airport for the early morning flight using the normal scheduled bus services; however, following a policy decision by DoI, this 
service evolved to primarily provide patient transfer services for the DHSC, which would see eligible patients travelling for free 
on Bus Vannin’s minibuses, and this service would be funded by the DHSC. Spare seats would then be sold to the public: 

– the licence to operate these combined services was granted by the RTLC on 18 July 2018 (with the letter of approval 
being announced by the RTLC on 20 July 2018) and the service commenced in 2019 on a one-year trial basis. Whilst the 
one-year trial period has expired, the service continues to operate under the existing application 

•  On 23 April 2018, the OFT received a complaint from a member of the taxi industry, followed shortly by UNITE Taxis (a 
federation set up to represent Isle of Man taxi operators), alleging unfair trading regarding Bus Vannin’s application to the RTLC 
to provide these two new demand response services: ConnectPorts and ConnectVillages 
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Executive summary (continued) 
Background (continued), approach and structure of this report 
 

Background (continued) 

•  On 31 October 2019, the OFT Board authorised Officers to carry out an investigation pursuant to section 9 of the Act and the 
OFT served formal notices on the noticed parties, under paragraph 6(1)(b) of Schedule 3 to the Act, requiring the production of 
all documents and communication relating to the ConnectPorts and ConnectVillages services 

•  We provide further detail on the background of the case in Section 3 

Approach 

•  The initial step in our review will be to determine whether the demand response services for ConnectVillages and/or 
ConnectPorts amounts to a new commercial service which competes with other modes of transport on the Island, or whether 
they have been implemented to replace existing services with a public transport policy objective: 

– in conducting this initial review, we can determine whether each of the services are likely to amount to anti-competitive 
practices, as there may not be an indication of the services competing with the private sector given they do not appear to be 
substitutes 

•  In the absence of the indication that either ConnectVillages or ConnectPorts are not competing with other modes of transport, 
the next step in a review into alleged abuse of dominance is to consider whether the entity, Bus Vannin, holds a dominant 
position. To determine whether or not Bus Vannin holds a dominant position, the relevant product market should first be defined, 
to identify relevant competitive constraints and the presence of market power: 

– given that the complaint alleges that in the implementation of the demand response services, Bus Vannin has abused its 
dominant position in the traditional bus service market, which has encroached into the private taxi market, the potential 
product markets in this case to be considered are: 

– the traditional bus service market; 

– the demand response market; 

– the private taxi market; 

– other transport services; or 

– a combination of the above markets 

– we consider each of the plausible potential product markets in further detail in Section 4, and discuss how each product 
market impacts the assumption of market power on behalf of Bus Vannin 

•  Assuming that Bus Vannin is found to have a dominant position in the relevant product market, we will then consider whether: 

– in the implementation of its demand response services, Bus Vannin set prices below some relevant measure of cost. In our 
cost-based assessment, we will also consider whether an ‘as efficient competitor’ could profitably engage in the same 
conduct; 

– there is actual evidence of predatory intent; and 

– there is a realistic possibility that Bus Vannin would be able to recoup the cost of predation at a later stage 

Structure of this report 

•  Our report is set out as follows: 

– Section 2, principal observations, presents an overview of our principal observations, which includes our recommendations 
and conclusions following our review of the evidence available to us 

– Section 3, introduction and background, provides further detail on the background to the investigation 

– Section 4, market definition, provides an overview of the possible product markets, and a description of how each product 
market impacts the assumption of market power on behalf of Bus Vannin 

– Section 5, consideration of anti-competitive conduct, sets out our analysis of the data provided to us to determine whether 
there is any evidence of anti-competitive conduct in the implementation of the ConnectVillages and ConnectPorts services. 
This section also sets out our approach including an outline of the legal and economic framework 
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Executive summary (continued) 
Conclusions 
 

•  Subject to the receipt of further information, we set out below our conclusions which are set out in further detail in the principal 
observations 

ConnectVillages 

•  In respect of ConnectVillages, the evidence suggests that the service: 

– appears to have had a limited impact on the taxi trade in the North of the Island; 

– has not shown a material increase in passenger numbers following the replacement of previous off-peak bus routes; 

– achieves a social-economic policy goal of providing more accessible transport options to consumers in the North of the Island 
(whilst reducing costs from the previously less efficient traditional bus services); and 

– addresses the likely negative consumer impact in the counterfactual scenario, which would see the discontinuation of the 
previous off-peak services regardless of whether or not ConnectVillages was implemented 

•  Accordingly, we conclude that the ConnectVillages service is unlikely to be anti-competitive 

•  We discuss these findings in further detail in the principal observations 

ConnectPorts   

•  In respect of the ConnectPorts service, which we understand was introduced due to a lack of existing bus routes providing 
connectivity to the airport in the Isle of Man as opposed to replacing an existing service: 

– based on the information provided, we consider that it is unlikely that Bus Vannin’s ConnectPorts demand response service 
could form part of the same relevant product market as the private taxi industry, whilst also holding a position of dominance 
at the same time 

– in the absence of additional information from the taxi industry, based on evidence collected as part of the ConnectVillages 
assessment, it also appears that demand response services and private taxi services may not form part of the same relevant 
product market as they are not considered to be substitutes. This may be due to a range of factors, such as cost, 
convenience and comfort, albeit additional data would be needed to conduct a detailed assessment 

– in the event that the demand response services and private taxis do form part of the same relevant product market, we 
consider that it is unlikely that Bus Vannin would hold a dominant position 

– assuming that demand response services and private taxis form the same relevant product market, and Bus Vannin was 
found to have a dominant position, based on evidence available (albeit we have not been able to determine ConnectPorts 
has priced below cost due to the absence of financial data) we have not seen an indication that: 

– the ConnectPorts service was initiated with predatory intent, but rather was originally implemented to provide 
passengers with additional means of travel to the airport or sea terminal, whilst also allowing more efficient use of 
Government resources; 

– Bus Vannin would have the ability to raise its prices in the event that private taxi companies did exit the market 

– accordingly, due to the reasons set out above, we consider that the implementation of the ConnectPorts service is unlikely 
to be anti-competitive as there has been no indication of the abuse of a dominant position. This remains subject to the 
limitations in respect of the absence of financial information to support our review, which would be important to assess in the 
situation that Bus Vannin did have a dominant position 

•  However, the complaint may have merit in respect of the assertions of state support and unfair competition: 

– Bus Vannin agreed a budget of £125,000 with the DHSC to run the PT ConnectPorts service, and within ConnectPorts Bus 
Vannin also provide a commercial service to fee paying passengers 

– we have not been provided with any financial information to confirm that the patient transfer service does not subsidise 
the commercial service, nor that charges are in line with those that a normal market operator would charge 

– although there is no relevant state-aid regulation in the Isle of Man, we consider that the commercial aspects of the 
ConnectPorts service could carry a risk of being funded by the state, which appears to contravene the Government 
Report, Recommendation 1, Principle 5 

– if information was available to support the claim that these demand response services were providing a service of general 
economic interest, and the total level of state support was within the EU/UK thresholds, by reference to these thresholds as 
an appropriate measure, the state support for the demand response service may not be deemed as an issue which would, 
therefore, address the complaint 

•  We discuss these points in further detail in the principal observations 
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Principal observations 
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Principal observations 
ConnectVillages 

 
 
 

Background Comment 

ConnectVillages  

• The ConnectVillages demand response service was 
implemented as a direct replacement to the previous 
scheduled bus services in the North of the Island which 
were deemed to be inefficient due to limited utilisation: 

– political policy direction on this issue was 
documented in the SAVE initiative, which included, as 
an action item, that Bus Vannin should “put a demand 
responsive transport service into place” 

• Subsequent to the Government’s recommendation, Bus 
Vannin submitted an application to introduce a trial 
demand response service in the North of the Island, 
ConnectVillages, which would lead to the discontinuation 
of the previous loss-making routes and replacement with 
the new demand response services. As noted in the 
AD&N, the aim of the new route was 
to “replace very lightly used scheduled local bus services 
in the area concerned”, and to “enable more efficient use 
of Isle of Man Government resources” 

• We understand that in the absence of operating the 
demand response service in the North of the Island, the 
off-peak services would have been discontinued 
regardless, as they were not financially viable 

• The licence to operate the ConnectVillages service was 
granted on 24 May 2018 (with approval letters being 
announced by the RTLC on 5 June 2018), firstly on a one-
year trial. Whilst the one-year trial period has expired, the 
service continues to operate under the existing application 

• The ConnectVillages service has directly replaced various low-demand services operating in 
the North of the Island, which have since been discontinued. We have compared the 
passenger data from the previous traditional bus routes to determine whether there has been 
a significant increase in passengers as a result of the implementation of the new 
ConnectVillages service: 

–  the passenger numbers under the ConnectVillages service have shown a slight (5%) 
increase on average against passenger numbers previously travelling on the now-discontinued 
bus routes. As there does not appear to be a statistical difference between monthly passenger 
numbers, we conclude that there has not been a material increase in passenger numbers as a 
result of the implementation of the ConnectVillages service 

–  however, we understand that there is a minor gap in the market following the implementation 
of the ConnectVillages service; specifically, under the ConnectVillages service, there appears 
to be no evening service to most of the North of the Island (with the exception of Jurby), albeit 
we understand that Bus Vannin has submitted an application to the RTLC to cover Friday and 
Saturday evenings which would address gaps in the market, and this application is awaiting 
RTLC approval 

–  on this basis, we note that there is likely to be a further minor increase in passenger numbers 
when taking into account passengers who will subsequently use the extended service, assuming 
that the additional services are approved by the RTLC 

–  we note that external factors unrelated to the cannibalisation of customers from the taxi 
industry may have led to the minor increase in passenger numbers, such as an increase in 
tourism/business visits in the Isle of Man; an increase in local resident travel as the demand 
response service provides easier accessibility for passengers; an increasing population on the 
Isle of Man; a change in consumer preferences, eg increased use of public transport driven by 
awareness of environment protection; and an increase in passengers who previously used 
social services as their main form of transport: 

–  accordingly, whilst in the absence of further information we cannot definitively conclude, 
based on the information available, it appears that the significant increases in passenger 
numbers have not arisen as a result of the implementation of the ConnectVillages 

–  in addition, without further information from the taxi operators, we can not conclude 
definitively that there has been no significant impact on the taxi trade as a result of the 
implementation of the ConnectVillages service. Our conclusions are based on the 
information as presented that suggests there has been no significant cannibalisation of 
customers from the taxi industry 

• (continued over page) 
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Principal observations (continued) 
ConnectVillages (continued) 

 
 
 

Background Comment 

ConnectVillages  

• (continued) • Subject to these aforementioned caveats, in terms of the impact to the consumer and taxi trade in 
the North of the Island, the evidence suggests that: 

– as we understand that only one complaint has been received from a taxi operator in the North 
of the Island, the impact on the taxi trade in this region does not appear to be significant, and 
therefore the degree of substitutability between the demand response service and the taxi 
industry, at least in the North of the Island, appears to be limited; 

– the implementation of ConnectVillages appears to be beneficial to the community and achieves 
the policy objectives of promoting social inclusion and reduction in costs; and 

– in the counterfactual scenario (i.e. ConnectVillages was not implemented), it appears that the 
off-peak bus routes would have been discontinued regardless; therefore, it seems likely that 
members of the community who previously relied on these off-peak services would have been 
negatively impacted by the discontinuation of services, and required to find alternate methods 
of transport (personal vehicles, taxis, etc). Accordingly, the ConnectVillages service seemingly 
addresses this scenario by providing a suitable replacement service to a policy objective of 
providing public transport 

• On the basis that the ConnectVillages service appears to have had a limited impact on the taxi 
trade, has not shown a material increase in passenger numbers following the replacement of 
previous off-peak bus routes, and achieves a social-economic policy goal of providing more 
accessible transport options to consumers in the North of the Island (whilst reducing costs from 
the previously less efficient traditional bus services), we conclude that the ConnectVillages service 
is unlikely to be anti-competitive 
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Principal observations (continued) 
ConnectPorts: market definition and determination of dominance 

 
 
 

Background Comment 

• ConnectPorts was implemented as a new, standalone 
service to provide customers with additional means of 
travel to Ronaldsway airport or the sea terminal, whilst 
also allowing more efficient use of Government resources: 

– whilst the ConnectPorts service originally envisaged 
transport services to both the airport and the sea 
terminal, only services to the airport have been 
operational thus far. We have therefore not considered 
transport services to the sea terminal in our market 
definition analysis 

• As ConnectPorts does not appear to have replaced an 
existing service, it may therefore be considered to be a 
service which has the ability to compete with other modes 
of transport on the Island, and, as such, has the ability to 
be anti-competitive 

– whilst the service may be deemed to fulfil a policy 
objective to provide public transport on this route, a 
determination would still be required on whether it was 
competing with existing substitutable commercial 
services 

• Before conducting a review into alleged anti-competitive 
conduct, it should first be considered whether Bus Vannin 
holds a dominant position in the relevant product market: 

– we note that the assessment of dominance does not 
appear to be explicitly required under Part 2 of the Act; 
however, we consider that this assessment is a 
relevant pre-cursor to an analysis into alleged anti-
competitive conduct, as the conduct must have the 
ability to materially distort competition to be considered 
anti-competitive, which can only be achieved if the 
entity holds a dominant position 

• Accordingly, for Bus Vannin to be able to engage in anti- 
competitive conduct to the detriment of the taxi industry, 
its demand response services must form part of the same 
product market as the private taxi industry, and Bus 
Vannin must hold a dominant position in this product 
market 

•  Based on the information provided, we consider that it is unlikely that Bus Vannin’s ConnectPorts 
demand response service could form part of the same relevant product market as the private taxi 
industry, whilst also holding a position of dominance at the same time: 

– if the relevant product market included ConnectPorts plus private taxi services, we consider 
that Bus Vannin would be unlikely to hold a dominant position on this market; and 

– if the private taxi industry and demand response services formed distinct product markets, 
then whilst Bus Vannin would hold a dominant position, the private taxi industry could no longer 
assert it was harmed as the services are not considered to be substitutable 

•  In the absence of additional information from the taxi industry, based on evidence collected as 
part of the ConnectVillages assessment, it also appears that demand response and private taxi 
services may not form part of the same relevant product market as they are not considered to be 
substitutes. This may be due to a range of factors, such as cost, convenience and comfort, albeit 
additional data would be needed to conduct a detailed assessment 

•  Assuming that demand response services and the private taxi industry are considered to be 
substitutable, we consider, the most likely product market would form the ‘Bus Vannin plus Taxi 
industry plus other (personal vehicles, etc)’ market, which could be further segmented to the 
following markets: 

– ConnectVillages, plus taxi services operating in the North of the Island, plus other modes of 
transport available in the North of the Island 

– ConnectPorts, plus taxi services operating to/from the airport, plus other modes of transport to 
travel to/from the airport (i.e. personal cars) 

•  Even on these hypothetical markets, we consider that it is unlikely that Bus Vannin would hold a 
dominant position; accordingly, pursuant to European competition law, Bus Vannin cannot be 
engaging in anti- competitive conduct as it does not hold a dominant position: 

– this position has been arrived based on the current level of on demand services. In the event 
that Bus Vannin were to extend the level of such services, this may impact on whether Bus 
Vannin holds a dominant position 

•  Given the absence of information, we note that further information under an extended scope 
would be required to definitively conclude on both the market definition and whether or not Bus 
Vannin holds a dominant position within each product markets: 

– in the event that a full market investigation is conducted, we would recommend that further 
data is collected in order to conclude on the relevant market definition and determination of 
dominance, as this would be a key determinant in concluding whether or not Bus Vannin has 
engaged in anti- competitive conduct 

•  We provide a more detailed assessment on our analysis of the market definition in Section 4 
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Principal observations (continued) 
ConnectPorts: indicators of predatory pricing 

 
 
 

Background Comment 

ConnectPorts: indicators of predatory pricing  

• Whilst ConnectPorts was originally set up as a demand 
response service to provide customers with additional 
means of travel to the airport or sea terminal as there was 
no scheduled bus service to operate these routes, 
following a policy decision by DoI, this service evolved to 
primarily provide patient transfer services for the DHSC 
(PT ConnectPorts), which would see eligible patients 
travelling for free on Bus 
Vannin’s minibuses, and this service would be funded by 
the DHSC. Spare seats would then be sold to the public 

• The complaint from the taxi industry alleges that the 
ConnectPorts service amounts to anti-competitive 
practice, as the service would be run at a loss, which the 
private taxi industry could not compete with, and therefore 
would lead to damage to the taxi industry as a whole 

• Assuming that Bus Vannin could be found to have a 
dominant position in the relevant product market, to 
determine whether or not the running of the ConnectPorts 
service amounts to anti- competitive conduct, it should be 
considered whether: 

– in the implementation of its demand response 
services, Bus Vannin set prices below some relevant 
measure of cost (i.e. predatory pricing); 

– there is actual evidence of predatory intent; and 

– there is a realistic possibility that Bus Vannin would 
be able 
to recoup the cost of predation at a later stage 

•  Overall, in reviewing the data available to us we consider that: 

– in relation to the cost/price predation assessment, we have been advised by the OFT that the 
profit and loss information of Bus Vannin in operating the ConnectPorts service relates to a 
different service, and therefore should be disregarded. Accordingly, we are unable to conclude 
whether or not Bus Vannin has set prices below some relevant measure of cost 

– we have not identified any evidence to suggest that the ConnectPorts services was initiated by 
Bus Vannin or the DoI with predatory intent. We understand that the service was originally 
implemented to provide passengers with additional means of travel to the airport or sea terminal, 
whilst also allowing more efficient use of Government resources (providing a demand responsive 
service rather than a scheduled bus service). This service later evolved to provide patient 
transfer services with a view to internalising the service to reduce Government costs; and 

– in the event that private taxi companies did exit the market, Bus Vannin would be unlikely to be 
able to 
immediately raise its prices due to any price changes requiring Ministerial approval 

•  Therefore, assuming that Bus Vannin was found to have a dominant position, based on evidence 
available, there are no of risk factors to suggest predatory pricing, and such conduct has not been 
observed, albeit this is subject to the limitations in scope due to the lack of financial information 
available to support our review. However, as discussed later in these principal observations, there 
may be other factors of potential merit related to the complaint that should be considered 

•  We provide a more detailed assessment of our analysis of the ConnectPorts service in Section 5 
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Principal observations (continued) 
ConnectPorts: state aid and mixed neutrality 

 
 
 

Background Comment 

ConnectPorts: State aid and mixed neutrality  

• As of the date of this report, the only legal framework for 
State Aid/Subsidy Control governing the Isle of Man is the 
WTO Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing 
Measures. We note the following regarding this 
agreement: 

– it covers goods only and not services (the provision 
of demand response services by Bus Vannin would 
therefore not fall under the remit); and 

– the provisions of the agreement only apply if other 
countries in the world are “harmed” by the provision of 
the subsidy. Bus Vannin provides a domestic service 
in the Isle of Man and, therefore, there is unlikely to be 
an impact on a business in another country or impact 
on the import/export market. We would note that this is 
typically regarded to be a high benchmark 

• However, we note that the Isle of Man Government 
Report of the Council of Ministers, Recommendation 1, 
Principle 5, states: 

“Where possible, if public services are to compete with 
the private sector, competition must be fair, with special 
care being taken to avoid cross-subsidisation of 
commercial activities from revenue-funded budgets” 

• Accordingly, whilst not governed under formal legislation, 
the Isle of Man Government recognise that care should be 
taken to ensure that there is a level playing field when 
public services are competing with the private sector 

•  Whilst originally ConnectPorts was set up to provide customers with more travel options to the 
airport, it has since evolved in order to provide for the transfer of non-urgent care patients from their 
homes to the airport in order to receive medical care off the Island on behalf of the DHSC (PT 
ConnectPorts) 

•  We have not been provided with financial information for ConnectPorts to establish whether this 
is operating within the agreed budget of £125,000 and at a comparable price to a market operator. 
We therefore cannot conclude that there is no cross subsidisation 

•  In addition, whilst non-urgent care patients are given priority, spare seats are then available to 
paying passengers at £10/adult and £5/child, we have not been provided with any financial 
information on the rationale for the charges to the paying passengers and therefore cannot 
conclude whether they are in line with the fees a market operator would charge. Overall, without 
such support, there could be cross- subsidisation of the commercial services from the PT 
ConnectPorts Service into the commercial ConnectPorts service 

•  Accordingly, whilst there does not appear to be an indication of abuse of dominance and anti-
competitive conduct, we consider that there may be merit in the complaint as it relates to mixed 
neutrality: 

– although there is no relevant state-aid regulation in the Isle of Man, we consider that the 
commercial aspects of the ConnectPorts service could be subsidised by the state, which 
appears to contravene the Government Report, Recommendation 1, Principle 5 

– the provision of this service could be argued to fulfil a policy objective on the basis that 
ConnectPorts provides public transport on the relevant routes due to the possible non-
substitutability of available taxis and demand response services. However, a conclusion on this 
point would depend on the precise market definition as previously discussed in these principal 
observations 

– (continued over page) 
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Principal observations (continued) 
ConnectPorts: state aid and mixed neutrality (continued) 

 
 
 

Background Comment 

• (continued) – in respect of parallels that can be drawn with European and UK state-aid regulations, which 
perhaps may become more relevant following the development of future state-aid policy in the 
Isle of Man: 

– if the demand response services were determined to represent a service of general 
economic interest, certain thresholds of support can be deemed as being compliant with 
EU state-aid rules (i.e. under European state aid laws, if the state funding does not exceed 
€500,000 in any three-year period and the service is deemed to be of general economic 
interest, then it may be exempt. In 
the UK, under the new subsidy control regime there is an exemption of up to £725,000 
over three 
years for services of public economic interest) 

– however, for such assessments, we note that it would be necessary for Bus Vannin to 
separate out its earnings in respect of commercial activities versus budget-funded activities 

– if information was available to support the claim that these demand response services 
were providing a service of public or general economic interest, and the total level of state 
support was within the thresholds as set out above, the state support for the demand 
response service may not be deemed as an issue which would, therefore, address the 
complaint 

• We note that the Council of Ministers reserves the right (subject to Tynwald approval) to exclude 
specific operations from the Act, such that they cannot be considered to constitute an anti-
competitive practice, for example if these services were deemed to provide a service of general 
economic interest: 

– therefore, in the absence of any express legislation equivalent to the EU/UK exemptions 
under state aid law, there may be merit for there to be a consideration of whether the 
ConnectVillages and ConnectPorts services were deemed to be providing a service of general 
economic interest 
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Introduction 
Introduction and scope of our report 
 

Introduction 

• On 23 April 2018, the OFT received a complaint from a member of the taxi industry, shortly followed by UNITE Taxis (previously 
the Manx Taxi Federation, a Federation set up to represent all island taxi operators), alleging unfair trading regarding Bus Vannin’s 
application to the RTLC to provide two new demand response services: ConnectPorts and ConnectVillages. The main concerns 
raised were that: 

– a Government-run company should not be competing with the private sector as the service would be subsidised, run at a 
loss and therefore would be unfair to competition in the private sector; 

– the application by Bus Vannin was a taxi service under the ‘guise’ of a bus route; 

– the proposed application was not a regular service and was more akin to a taxi service; 

– income and profit for the taxi providers would decline as a result of these new services being implemented, and the entire 
industry would be damaged 

– the proposed service may not enable more efficient use of government resources, as claimed in Bus Vannin’s application 

• On 31 October 2019, the OFT Board authorised Officers to carry out an investigation pursuant to section 9 of the Act. At the 
start of the investigation, the OFT determined the ‘noticed parties’ as follows: 

– DoI; 

– DHSC; 

– the Treasury; 

– UNITE Taxis (previously the Taxi Federation) and the taxi operators themselves; 

– RTLC; and 

– local authorities 

• The OFT served formal notices on the noticed parties, under paragraph 6(1)(b) of Schedule 3 to the Act, requiring the 
production of all documents and communication relating to the ConnectPorts and ConnectVillages services 

• The OFT requested the following information from relevant parties: 

– all noticed parties were requested to provide copies of minutes and other written records of meetings along with any other 
form of communication with the DoI, RTLC, Treasury, Local authorities, UNITE 

– in relation to patient transfers only, copies of minutes and other written records of meetings with the DHSC were also 
requested; 

– specifically for DoI, any objective data held illustrating how the demand responsive services have performed. The OFT 
also requested any evidence of consideration by the DoI being given to the Programme for Government and the provisions of 
the Act prior to the relevant regular service licences being issued 

– local authorities were also asked further questions on the response from their constituents, local businesses and any 
other parties who may use the demand responsive service since their introduction; 

– UNITE and taxi operators were also asked to produce any accounts/financial information and passenger data which 
illustrates the impact the demand responsive service has had on the taxi industry; and 

– MHKs of the North of the Island were also asked about the demand responsive service, in regard to the feedback from 
their constituents 

• On 22 March 2021, the OFT went out to public tender to expedite the investigation: the OFT wished to engage an 
independent organisation to assess the evidence which the OFT had already gathered, with the intention of determining whether 
any anti- competitive practices can be identified and, if needed, to prepare a document reporting the same: 

– on 16 July 2021, Grant Thornton LLP were appointed to conduct the review 

Scope of our report 

• Amongst other points, Grant Thornton were required to produce a report that provided: 

– a detailed written assessment and analysis of information gathered during the course of the investigation to determine 
whether or not there is any indication of anti-competitive conduct by Bus Vannin, or indeed whether any further evidence is 
required to form a conclusion; 

– an index of information; 

– detail of the process followed, with reference to the relevant legal and economic frameworks; 

– detail of the evidence relied upon; 

– conclusions as to whether any anti-competitive practices have been identified; and 

– recommendations based on the above 
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Background 
Bus Vannin and Taxi Industry 

• Bus Vannin operates a network of buses across the Isle of Man; it is a division of the DoI, a department within the Isle of Man 
Government, who holds  its relevant operating licences. The services provided by Bus Vannin operate across the Isle of Man and 
include: 

– scheduled school services; 

– ad-hoc school private hire; 

– transport to day centres; 

– hospital transfers; 

– transport for adults with learning difficulties; 

– transport for the elderly, infirm, or those with medical conditions; 

– transport to adult day care centres specialising in particular illnesses; 

– school transport for children with behavioural difficulties; 

– transport for children to education assessment centres 

Transport in the North of the Island 

• Previously, Bus Vannin operated the following services in the North of the Island: 

– Service 12: a Ramsey local service, which covered the North Promenade, Ornly Estate, Clifton Drive, Lezayre Estate, 
Claughbane Estate, Queens Drive 

– Service 16: operating from Ramsey to Maughold, which included school services plus two off-peak journeys Monday to 
Friday 

– Service 17 and 18: operating between Ramsey, Bride, Andreas and Jurby. These services ran approximately every two 
hours off-peak Monday to Saturday, and five journeys on a Sunday, as well as regular school runs 

– Service 19: operating from Ramsey to Jurby with a permitted extension to the Cronk 

– Service 20 and 20A: operating from Ramsey to Bride and Andreas, three days a week, with two journeys to cover Regaby 
and appropriate school buses 

• In respect of its bus services in the North of the Island, Bus Vannin now provide the ConnectVillages service as described on 
page 19 

Transport in other areas of the Island 

• In addition to the services referenced above, Bus Vannin operations cover the rest of the Isle of Man. A route map is attached 
in Appendix F 

• This includes the additional ConnectPorts service as described on page 20 

The taxi industry 

• The Isle of Man taxi industry is regulated by the RTLC which, in turn, derives its powers through the RT Act. The two types of 
licences issued by the RTLC to the taxi industry is ply-for-hire and private hire 

Ply-for-hire 

• Ply-for-hire taxis are licenced to pick up passengers in the street and to stand on taxi ranks awaiting passengers within their 
licensed district which is covered under section 29 of the RT Act. There are four ply-for-hire districts in the Isle of Man: 

– Douglas and East: Douglas, Onchan and Laxey; 

– Northwest: Peel and Ramsey; 

– South: Castletown, Port Erin and Port St Mary; and 

– Malew: Ronaldsway airport 

• The table below presents an overview of the number of ply-for-hire taxis and licenses in the Isle of Man, showing an overall 
reducing trend in both eligible vehicles and licenses in the ply-for-hire market: 

 

 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Ply for Hire 
Taxis (vehicles) 

210 200 198 197 194 181 

PPV drivers licenced for 
Ply for Hire 

580 700 628 630 588 534 

Source: OFT preliminary report, BVN00000007 
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• Ply-for-hire operators can operate in their own districts but the licences do not allow these operators to make pick-ups outside 
their own districts. The majority of ply-for- hire operators also have a private hire licence and therefore are able to pick up 
customers outside of their districts, assuming the passenger contacts them to arrange a pick up beforehand 
• However, there are operators in the taxi industry who are purely private hire; these operators are not permitted to pick up 
customers in the street/hailed without having first obtained a ply-for-hire licence 

• There is quantity and fare regulation in the ply-for-hire market: as required by the RTLC, these services have a maximum 
charge on a per-mile basis, although taxi are permitted to charge a lower amount 

 

The taxi industry (continued), patient transfer market and the SAVE initiative 

Private hire 

• Private hire cars operate on an all-island basis, have to be pre-booked, usually by mobile, and cannot be hailed at ranks or in 
the street. Fares charged are not regulated but are a matter for passengers and drivers to agree before a journey commences 

 

Patient transfer market 

• The DHSC through public or private operators provide free transfers to patients attending hospital appointments on and off the 
Island. A summary of those services is shown in the table opposite and we note that: 

– ConnectHospitals: the Red Cross provided an internal service picking up people from their homes and transporting them 
to and from Nobles, Ramsey, or various community medical hubs across the Isle of Man, and the DHSC provided the Red 
Cross with a budget of £168,000 to run this service. This service is now run by Bus Vannin following the 2018 tender 

– Renal Dialysis Services: patients requiring renal dialysis services within the Isle of Man would previously have been able 
to request a taxi to attend a medical appointment free of charge, and the cost would be covered by the DHSC. No formal 
contract was previously in place between the taxi companies and the DHSC, Bus Vannin now operates this service as an 
‘add-on’ to the ConnectHospitals service, which is funded by the DHSC for £30 per vehicle hour 

– PT ConnectPorts: prior to the transfer to Bus Vannin, the taxi industry were responsible for non-urgent patient transfers to 

the airport / sea terminal for UK appointments: customers would be provided with a taxi free of charge, which the DHSC would 

fund at a cost of approximately £125,000 per annum. This service is now run by Bus Vannin 

• The ‘Provision of Non-Emergency Transport’ tender for ConnectHospitals was run between March and May 2018 by AGC 

Procurement and it received a single response from The British Red Cross Society. The bid was greater than the DHSC budget 

and so the tender was cancelled. The DHSC approached DoI as an internal resource, with Bus Vannin running the contract under 

its ConnectPorts demand response services. Following the award of ConnectHospitals, the DHSC also transferred PT 

ConnectPorts and renal dialysis services to Bus Vannin 

 

Patient transfer: summary of services 

 

 ConnectHospitals 
 

ConnectPorts Service Renal Dialysis PT  

 

Body previously responsible 

for transport service 

 

Red Cross 
Taxi booked by DHSC on 

patient preference 

 

Individual taxi but 

no formal contract 

in place 

 

Date of service provider 
change 
 

01/07/2018 01/05/2019 01/12/2017 

Body currently responsible 
 

Bus Vannin Bus Vannin Bus Vannin 

Frequency Five days a week: Monday to 
Friday 

Seven days a week Six days a week: 
Monday to Saturday 
 

Source: OFT preliminary report, BVN00000007 

The SAVE initiative 
 

• In 2017, the Isle of Man Government initiated a SAVE programme in order to identify efficiencies and savings in public finance 

expenditure to meet cost reduction targets. The SAVE programme identified bus services as one area where cost savings could 

be made; the Treasury subsequently commissioned a report into Bus Vannin’s operations to determine where these cost savings 

could be realised. The report highlighted two key points: 

– Bus Vannin was paying more for drivers than UK comparators: accordingly, Bus Vannin reduced its driver and fleet 

establishment, leading to savings of £1.5 million per year; and 

– approximately £500,000 of subvention was being used to support services which were being used in rural and urban areas, 

particularly in the North of the Island; the services operating on these routes would typically only have three to five passengers 

per hour, and therefore it was considered that the level of subvention was not proportionate to the level of demand for services 
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Background (continued) 
ConnectVillages and ConnectPorts 
 

ConnectVillages 

• The DoI considered that the North of the Island had low population density and some roads could only be served at limited 
times or days proportionate to demand. The small communities of Jurby, Bride and Andreas were linked by multiple rural roads 
that were not all suitable for big buses; accordingly, an infrequent service could only be provided. Political policy direction on this 
issue was documented in the SAVE programme, which included, as an action item, that Bus Vannin should “put a demand 
responsive transport service into place”: 

– a demand responsive service is a transport service (either a car, van or small bus (i.e. minibus)) which enables passenger to 
book journeys at a convenient time to transport them to their destinations. Demand response services encompass a wide variety 
of service types, including traditional dial-a-ride service and taxi subsidies service. There are several characteristics to demand 
response services; in particular, these services are: 

– available to all members of the public, picking up several passengers at different points before taking them to their 
respective destinations to maximise capacity 

– provided by small capacity vehicles (minibuses or taxis) 

– do not follow a ‘fixed route’ and therefore the route or timetable may alter based on demand (and therefore journey times 

may vary) 

– the fare charge is per passenger and not based on a per-vehicle basis 

• Subsequently, as noted in the RTLC’s AD&N dated 10 April 2018, Bus Vannin had submitted an application to introduce a trial 
demand response service in the North of the Island, ConnectVillages, which would lead to the discontinuation of the previous loss-
making routes and replacement with the new demand response services. As noted in the AD&N, the aim of the new route was to 
“replace very lightly used scheduled local bus services in the area concerned”, and to “enable more efficient use of Isle of Man 
Government resources” 

• On 24 May 2018, the RTLC approved the license to operate the ConnectVillages service, with the approval letter being 

announced on 5 June 2018: the service would first be run on a one-year trial basis, at which point Bus Vannin would submit the 

results of the trial to the RTLC, who would make a judgement as to whether the services could be extended 

• The ConnectVillages service has been operating since December 2018 connecting rural areas of Andreas, Bride and 
Maughold Village with Ramsey. The service was extended to Jurby in early 2019. The table on page 27 presents an overview of 
passenger numbers using the ConnectVillages service in the period May 2019 to January 2020: 

• As previously noted, the intention of the ConnectVillages service was to replace the previous low-demand routes in the North 
of the Island, and therefore the customer base for these services was largely the passengers who had previously used the 
discontinued: 

– we discuss the evolution of passenger numbers on the ConnectVillages service versus the discontinued services in more 
detail in Section 5 

ConnectPorts 

• As noted in the RTLC’s AD&N dated 10 April 2018, Bus Vannin also submitted an application for a Section 25 service license 
to operate a regular service to/from the Isle of Man sea terminal or Ronaldsway airport from/to any point on the Island 
(ConnectPorts) 

• ConnectPorts is also a demand responsive service: each journey is initiated in advance either by phone or by using the 
internet. Subsequent requests for travel by other individuals will either be directed to an existing journey or a new one will be set 
up depending on demand 

• As noted in the RTLC’s AD&N, by providing this new service, Bus Vannin aimed to “provide a service for customers living in 
areas without a normal bus service, at the times required, to catch the first flights from Ronaldsway Airport or the first sailings from 
the Douglas Sea Terminal. The service will also connect with return flights at the end of the day”. In addition, the service would 
“also enable more efficient use of Isle of Man Government resources” 

• Accordingly, whilst the aim of ConnectVillages was to replace less efficient routes in the North of the Island, ConnectPorts was 
implemented as a new, standalone service to provide customers with additional means of travel to Ronaldsway airport or the sea 
terminal, whilst also allowing more efficient use of Government resources 

– providing a demand responsive service was considered more costs effective than providing a scheduled bus service which 
may be under-utilised 

• The ConnectPorts service was approved by the RTLC on 18 July 2018, with the letter of approval being announced on 20 July 
2018, and the service would also be run firstly on a one-year trial basis 

• The ConnectPorts service has been operating since May 2019, albeit we understand that the service only operates to / from 
Ronaldsway airport (i.e. it has not yet expanded to run services to / from the sea terminal) 
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Background (continued) 
ConnectPorts (continued) 

Summary of services: ConnectVillages and ConnectPorts 

• At the same time as the licence to operate ConnectPorts was granted, the contract to provide the demand responsive service 

to the free of charge DHSC patients (PT ConnectPorts) was awarded to Bus Vannin via the DoI 

• The ConnectPorts business model is now to provide the demand responsive service to the free of charge DHSC patients (PT 

ConnectPorts) and then ‘sell’ any spare seats on those buses despatched to pick up patients to fare paying passengers 

• A summary of the ConnectVillages and ConnectPorts services is provided in the following  table;  

  

  

 ConnectVillages ConnectVillages 

 
Geographical route North of the A3 road between Kirk 

Michael and Ramsey tow n border and 
all of the tow n of Ramsey and 
Maughold parish 

All island service to Airport / Sea Terminal 
(except Douglas and Onchan as passengers 
may use existing scheduled bus services)* 

Description A door to door services collecting 
multiple passengers heading in the 
same direction – most popular 
destination Ramsey 

A door to door services collecting multiple 

passengers heading to Airport / Sea 

Terminal and connect with return flights at 

the end of the day 

 
Frequency Operating 6 days a w eek and 

wheelchair friendly 
Operating 6 days a week and wheelchair 
friendly 

Booking journey method 

 
By phone or by using the internet the 

previous day before 4.30pm 

 

By phone or by using the internet the 
previous day before 4.30pm 

Hours of Service 
Monday to Friday: 08.40am –19.00pm 

For non-school days and Saturdays: 

06.30am – 19.00pm 

Monday to Saturday: 05:00am - 23:00pm 

 

Fare charges 
£1.90 for an adult single and £1 for a 

child single 

 

Free of charge PT ConnectPorts funded by 

the DHSC £10 for adults - premium level 

same as the night ow l service which is twice 

the standard fare 

 
Type of Minibuses 

 

Mainly 9-16 passengers seats 
(occasionally over 16 seats) 

 

Mainly 9-16 passengers seats (occasionally 

over 16 seats) 

 

 

Source: OFT preliminary report, BVN00000007 
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Market definition 
Geographical market and relevant product market 
 

Market definition 

•  Before conducting a substantive analysis into whether an entity has engaged in anti- competitive conduct, it is necessary to 
first determine whether or not the entity has a dominant position in the relevant market: 

– we note that this assessment does not appear to be explicitly required under Part 2 of the Act; however, for the purpose 
of our analysis we consider the determination of dominance to be a relevant point 

•  To determine whether or not Bus Vannin holds a dominant position, the relevant geographical and product market should 
first be defined, to identify relevant competitive constraints and the presence of market power 

Geographical market 

•  Given that the complaint relates to Bus Vannin’s practices on the Isle of Man, for simplicity, we consider that the relevant 
geographical market is the Isle of Man: 

– further analysis could segment the geographical market into separate areas (Douglas and East; North-west; South; and 
Malew) to determine demand-side substitutability in these areas; however, such an analysis would require extensive data 
which is not presently available 

Relevant product market  

The SSNIP test 

•  A commonly applied test to define relevant product markets is the hypothetical monopolist / SSNIP test, which defines a 
market as the narrowest set of products for which a hypothetical monopolist would find a small but significant (i.e. 5%-10%) non- 
transitory increase in price to be profitable: 

– if the hypothetical monopolist would be able to profitably implement a SSNIP, then the relevant product market is defined 
as these groups of products 

– if the hypothetical monopolist is prevented from implementing a SSNIP by a readily available substitute (i.e. the price 
increase would not be profitable, because there would be a significant loss in demand to other available substitutes), then 
this substitute is included in the relevant market 

– the SSNIP test is then re-run on the broader product market and the process is repeated until the product market can be 
defined 

•  Given that the complaint alleges that, in the implementation of the demand response services, Bus Vannin has abused its 
dominant position in the traditional bus service market, which has encroached into the private taxi market, the potential product 
markets in this case are considered to be: 

– the traditional bus service market; 

– the demand response market; 

– the private taxi market; or 

– a combination of the above markets 

•  Other modes of transport (“other transport services”) to be considered include: 

– personal vehicles 

– other (bicycles, etc) 

•  Utilising the SSNIP test, given that the complaint alleges demand-side substitutability between demand response services 
and private taxi services, the question to ask is whether Bus Vannin, as a hypothetical monopolist, could profitably implement a 
SSNIP firstly in the ‘demand response plus private taxi services’ market: 

– it is likely that the increase in price would not be profitable as there would be a shift in demand to other transport services; 
accordingly the next product market to test is the ‘demand response, plus private taxi services, plus other transport markets’: 

– if Bus Vannin, as a hypothetical monopolist, was to implement a SSNIP on this market, it is unlikely to lose a material 
portion of demand to other markets (for example the traditional bus market) and therefore would likely find this strategy 
profitable. On this basis, we can define the relevant product market as ‘demand response, plus private taxi services, plus 
other transport markets’ 

•  The table over page sets out the potential relevant product markets, assumed market share and dominance test, and 
whether further information is required to form a conclusion on which party holds a dominant position on the relevant market 
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Market definition (continued) 
Product market and dominance scenarios 

Market definition (continued) 

Product market and dominance scenarios 
 

Product 
market 

 
 

Dominance test 

 
 

Traditional 
bus 
services 

 

 
Traditional 
bus plus 
demand 
response 
services 

 
 
 

Taxi 
services 

 
 

Traditional bus plus 
demand 
response plus taxi 
services 

 
 

Demand response 
plus taxi 
services 

 

 
Demand response plus 
taxi services plus 
other modes of 
transport 

Market players Bus Vannin Bus Vannin Taxi 
Industry 

Bus Vannin and Taxi 
Industry 

Bus Vannin and Taxi 
Industry 

Bus Vannin, Taxi 

industry, other (personal 

vehicles, etc) 

Market share Bus Vannin: 
100% 

Bus Vannin: 
100% 

Taxi 

Industry: 

100% 

Bus Vannin: unknown 

Taxi Industry: unknown 

Bus Vannin: unknown, 

but less than the 

scenario left 

Taxi Industry: unknown, 
but 

more than the scenario 
left 

Bus Vannin: unknown, 

but less than the 

scenario left 

Taxi Industry: unknown, 
but 

less than the scenario 
left 

Other: unknown 

Dominant 
undertaking 

Bus Vannin Bus Vannin Taxi 
Industry 

Unknown Unknown, but unlikely to 

be Bus Vannin 

Unknown, but unlikely to 

be Bus Vannin 

Additional 

information required 

for dominance test 

n/a n/a n/a Market share data: total 

volume of journeys and 

passenger numbers for: 

– traditional bus 
services; 

– demand response 

services; and 

– taxi services 

Market share data: total 

volume of journeys and 

passenger numbers for: 

– demand response 

services; and 

– taxi services 

Market share data: total 

volume of journeys and 

passenger numbers for: 

– demand response 

services; 

– taxi services; 

– journeys in personal 

vehicles / other modes of 

transport 

Likelihood      

 
Key:  Most likely product market  Plausible product market  Unlikely product market 
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Commercial in confidence 

Market definition (continued) 
Product market and dominance scenarios (continued) and conclusions 
 

Product market and dominance scenarios (continued) 

• As shown in the table above, we consider that the most likely product market is the ‘demand response plus taxi services 
market, plus other modes of transport’, this is because: 

– the complaint explicitly refers to the cannibalisation of the taxi services industry by the demand response services, and 
therefore implies that there is significant demand-side substitutability between the services; accordingly, for the purpose of 
our analysis, the relevant product market should, as a starting point, be drawn around these products 

– implementing the SSNIP test on this product market, we consider that there is likely to be considerable demand-side 
substitutability to other modes of transport, for example personal vehicles, and therefore these modes of transport should be 
considered in the relevant product market 

– under the ‘demand response plus taxi services plus other modes of transport product market’, we consider that the 
dominant undertaking is unlikely to be Bus Vannin; however, further information is required to make this determination 

• We also consider that: 

– ‘traditional bus services’ are unlikely to form a distinct product market, due to likely demand-side substitutability with 
demand response services, and therefore this product market definition would appear to be too narrow 

– ‘traditional bus plus demand response plus taxi services’ are unlikely to form the relevant product market, as there is no 
evidence to support substitutability between traditional bus and taxi services as these are not seen to be close substitutes, 
and therefore we consider that this product market definition is too broad 

– ‘traditional bus services plus demand response services’ could plausibly be a distinct product market, with taxi services 
forming another distinct product market (i.e. the services are substantially different and therefore there is limited demand- 
side substitutability between the two), albeit further information is required 

• Accordingly, whilst we consider that the ‘demand response plus taxi services market, plus other modes of transport’ market 
would be the most likely relevant product market, additional information is required to confirm this position 

• Assuming that the ‘demand response plus taxi services market, plus other modes of transport’ does indeed form the correct 
product market, these services can be further segmented by service type, to isolate the competitive constraints between specific 
services (i.e. ConnectVillages and ConnectPorts). Here, we can further segment the product markets as follows: 

– ConnectVillages, plus taxi services operating in the North of the Island, plus other modes of transport in the North of the 
Island 

– ConnectPorts, plus taxi services operating to / from the airport, plus other modes of transport to travel to / from the airport 
(i.e. personal cars etc) 

• When segmenting the product market into these markets, we again consider that Bus Vannin is unlikely to hold a dominant 
position based on its current level of on demand operations; however, to firmly arrive at this conclusion, further information is 
required: 

– to determine the relevant product market, including: 

– any historic evidence on demand-side substitutability following an increase in price of either bus or taxi services 

– cross-price elasticities and diversion ratios, to determine the degree of substitutability and competition between the 
product markets; and 

– consumer preference surveys, to determine whether consumers consider each product market to be substitutable 

– to determine dominance on the relevant product market, including: 

– market share data, including total volume of journeys and passenger numbers for the relevant services within each 
product market 

 

Conclusions 

• If we assume that the relevant product market is ‘demand response plus taxi services market, plus other modes of transport’, 
either segmented to the product-level or not, we consider that it is unlikely that Bus Vannin would hold a dominant position. 
Therefore, as it is unlikely to hold a position of market power, Bus Vannin cannot be engaging in anti-competitive conduct: 

– this position has been arrived based on the current level of on demand services. In the event that Bus Vannin were to 
extend the level of such services, this may impact on whether Bus Vannin holds a dominant position 

• However, due to the absence of data, we are unable to definitively arrive at this conclusion regarding dominance; 
accordingly, for the purpose of our further analysis, we will assume a scenario where Bus Vannin does hold a dominant position 

• In order to gain a more definitive assessment, we would recommend that further data is collected under an extended scope 
to accurately define the relevant product market and determine whether Bus Vannin is indeed dominant in this market. The 
determination of dominance is a key determinant in concluding whether or not Bus Vannin engaged in anti-competitive conduct 
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Commercial in confidence 
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Commercial in confidence 

Consideration of anti-competitive conduct 
Introduction and ConnectVillages 

 

Introduction 

• In this Section we perform our detailed analysis of the information provided by the OFT in order to consider whether there is 

any evidence of anti-competitive behaviour in the implementation of the ConnectVillages and ConnectPorts services, 

respectively, assuming that Bus Vannin does hold a dominant position (which has been considered separately in Section 4 of 

this report) 

• In conducting our review into the alleged anti-competitive behaviour, we have considered and applied the relevant legal and 

economic frameworks as set out in Appendix B 

• Furthermore, we have relied on the evidence submitted by the relevant parties to the OFT as part of its investigation: 

– further detail on the relevant parties and types of evidence requested are set out in Section 3, and an overview of the 
evidence obtained is included below 

• As agreed with the OFT, we have provided a summary index of the information provided at Appendix C. Of the 847 

documents submitted by the relevant parties, we consider that 341 documents appear to be relevant, and 26 documents are key 

evidence for the investigation – these documents relate to: 

– cost information: Bus Vannin, Taxis, and others; 

– price information: Bus Vannin, Taxis, and others; 

– qualitative evidence: Bus Vannin, Taxis, and others 

– passenger number data; and 

– subsidy and grant information 

 

ConnectVillages 

• In respect of our approach to considering whether there is any evidence of anti- competitive behaviour in the implementation 

of ConnectVillages, the initial step is to determine whether the demand responsive service amounts to a new commercial 

service which has the ability to compete with other modes of transport on the Island, or whether the service has been 

implemented to replace existing public services 

• As previously noted, Bus Vannin introduced ConnectVillages with a view to discontinue the previous loss-making routes in 

the North of the Island, and replace them with the new (and purported more efficient) demand response service 

• Accordingly, to determine whether the implementation of service by Bus Vannin can be considered to be ‘anti-competitive’, it 

should first be considered how the service has impacted the market in terms of customer demand: 

– in the event that the number of customers using the ConnectVillages service is equal to or less than the amount of 

customers previously using the regular bus services in the North of the Island, the ConnectVillages service may not be 

deemed to be anti-competitive as there is evidence of like-for-like substitutability between the discontinued bus services and 

the ConnectVillages service, and therefore, in the absence of any additional evidence, cannibalisation of customers from the 

private taxi industry cannot be concluded 

– in the event that the number of customers using the ConnectVillages service has increased when compared to the 

number of customers previously using the discontinued bus routes, there may be an indication that additional customers 

have been obtained from the private taxi industry, and therefore further analysis would be required to determine: 

– whether these incremental customers have been cannibalised from the private taxi market, or, if not, whether they 

were previously using alternative methods of transport (i.e. personal vehicles, bicycles, etc) 

– assuming that these incremental customers have switched from the taxi services industry, it should then be 

considered whether or not the ConnectVillages service may be providing a ‘service of general economic interest’, such 

as: (i) the ability to provide more easily-accessible transport to members of the community who could not previously 

travel via bus route; or (ii) whether the increase in demand can be explained by other social-economic factors (for 

example a desire to utilise more ‘eco-friendly’ methods of transport as opposed to private taxis). 

• To determine the impact of the ConnectVillages service on customer demand, the OFT has provided us with the following 

data: 

– passenger numbers in the period from January to November 2018 for the discontinued services including Route 12 and off-

peak services for Routes 16-20 around greater Ramsey 

– passenger numbers in the period from May 2019 to February 2020 for the ConnectVillages service that replaced Route 12 

and off-peak Routes 16-20 
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(continued) 
ConnectVillages (continued) 

Comparison of passenger numbers 

• In the table below, we present an overview of the customer data across these services and compare the monthly data to the 

same month of prior year: 

- ConnectVillages service started in limited parts of the north from December 2018 and did not operate in the whole of the 

north until later in 2019.  The existing scheduled bus services were running in parallel for a few months with 

ConnectVillages services which is why the passenger figures for ConnectVillages do not start until May 2019.  The 

passenger figures finish in February 2020 as Covid took effect from March 2020.  This is also why in the timeline the 

December 2019 passenger figure could not be used for comparison, as the December 2018 had to be excluded for the 

reason given above.   

- In order to make the nearest available comparison with regular bus services figures, May to November 2018 has been 

compared with May to November 2019, while the January and February 2018 has been compared with January and 

February 2020. 

- In the event the January and February 2018 comparison with January and February 2020 were to be removed from the 

time series analysis (as this is a 2 year comparison), then the year on year increase in passenger numbers would have 

only been 1%. 

Change of passenger levels before and after introduction of ConnectVillages 

 
Passenger levels: Previous Bus 
Network (routes 12, off-peak 16-20 
and 20A) 

Passenger levels: ConnectVillages % change from  
prior year 

Month Total 
passengers 
 

Month Total 
Passengers 

January 2018 
 

8,834 January 2020 10,413 18% 

February 2018 
 

7,344 February 2020 8,763 19% 

May 2018 
 

9,944 May 2019 9,839 -1% 

June 2018 
 

9,056 June 2019 9,445 4% 

July 2018 
 

7,614 July 2019 7,912 4% 

August 2018 
 

5,416 August 2019 6,296 16% 

September 2018 
 

10,507 September 
2019 

10,434 -1% 

October 2018 
 

10,857 October 2019 10,454 -4% 

November 2018 
 

10,471 November 
2019 

10,154 -3% 

Total 
Passengers 
 

80,043 Total 
passengers 

83,710 5% 

Monthly 
average 
 

8,894 Monthly 
Average 

9,301 5% 

Source: BVN00000492 

 

• As shown in the table on the left, overall passenger numbers for the ConnectVillages service have increased by 5% when 

compared against the passenger numbers of the discontinued bus routes after replacing the discontinued services with 

ConnectVillages service: 

– on the basis that there is no significant difference between the passenger population averages on a monthly basis, we 

can conclude that there has not been a significant increase in passenger numbers as a result of the implementation of the 

ConnectVillages service 

– we understand that there is a minor gap in the market following the implementation of the ConnectVillages service; 

specifically, under the ConnectVillages service, there appears to be no evening service to most of the North of the Island 
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ConnectVillages (continued) 

(with exception to Jurby), albeit we understand that Bus Vannin has submitted an application to the RTLC to cover Friday 

and Saturday evenings which would address the gap in the market, and this application is awaiting RTLC approval 

– on this basis, we consider that there is likely to be a further minor increase in passenger numbers when taking into 

account passengers who will subsequently use the extended service, assuming that the additional services are approved by 

the RTLC 

• The comparison of passenger data shows that the ConnectVillages service has seen an increase in passenger numbers of 

5% over a 2 year period, when compared to the passenger levels on the discontinued traditional bus services (1% increase 

when comparing the annual change from May to November); however, the increase in customers may have been driven through 

other factors, independent of cannibalisation from the taxi industry, including the following: 

– an increase in tourism / business visits in the Isle of Man 

– an increase in local resident travel as the demand response services provides easier accessibility for passengers 

– an increasing population on the Isle of Man 

– a change in consumer preferences, e.g. increased use of public transport driven by awareness of environment protection 

– an increase in passengers who previously used social services as their main form of transport 

 

Analysis of feedback received from OFT investigation 

• As part of the OFT’s investigation, the OFT sent requests for information to taxi operators and other relevant parties in the 
North of the Island to determine how they had been impacted by the introduction of the ConnectVillages service 

• We understand that only one complaint was received from the relevant taxi operators in the North of the Island, which 
explained that the introduction of the ConnectVillages service had led to, amongst other points, a loss of income due to previous 
patient transfer DHSC work now being conducted by Bus Vannin: 

– we understand that patient transfer services are not part of the ConnectVillages service, therefore the complaint appears 
to relate to either ConnectHospitals or Renal Dialysis patient transfer services, both of which are not covered by the scope of 
this report as stated in the Executive Summary 

• Other concerns and discontents were expressed from relevant parties: 

– uncertainty as there is no fixed timetable 

– the service removes the ability to be spontaneous 

– lack of clarity regarding bus stops and bus numbers, as well as information for the public 

• Whilst one complaint was received from a member of the private taxi industry: 

– one private hire operator has stated that the service has not impacted their trade, as Bus Vannin’s services do not 
overlap with his seasonal private hire business; 

– four respondents did not mention that the service has impact on the trade of their constituents; 

– five respondents stated that the service was welcomed by the community and there were generally positive feedback 
received, as the service: 

– provided affordable community bus services to better connect communities; 

– provided an alternative when it is difficult to get a taxi on time; and 

– was more convenient than the traditional bus services, as pick-up and drop-off locations were closer to home 

 

Social-economic benefits 

• As noted in the SAVE initiative, one of the objectives in implementing the ConnectVillages service was to discontinue the 
previous loss-making routes in the North of the Island and replace them with the new demand response service. In reviewing 
the available evidence submitted by DoI, we understand that, amongst other points, the ConnectVillages service provides: 

– social inclusion to passengers with mobility impairments 

– connectivity to low density population areas where there were only limited services 

– services to rural roads which are not suitable for big buses 

– reduced mileage and fuel consumption 
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The counterfactual 

• As evidenced in DoI’s response to the OFT investigation in June 2021, we understand that in the event that the ConnectVillages 
service was not run, the alternative would be to withdraw the previously inefficient services (route 12 and off-peak routes 16-20): 

– we understand that this is a particularly challenging situation as a comparable can be drawn with the UK which has lost 
over 3,000 rural bus routes in recent years due to lack of funding which led to social isolation 

• Accordingly, in the counterfactual, it is likely that members of the community who previously relied on these off-peak services 
would have been negatively impacted by the discontinuation of services, and required to find alternate methods of transport 
(personal vehicles, taxis, etc), and therefore the ConnectVillages service seemingly addresses this scenario by providing a 
suitable replacement. 

 
 

Conclusions: ConnectVillages 

• From our analysis above, it appears that Bus Vannin has taken over the passenger numbers from the terminated services as 

there are no significant differences in the monthly average passenger numbers before and after the change of the services 

provided. The small change in number of passengers may be from the following (rather than cannibalisation of the private taxi 

market): 

– change from alternative methods of transport (i.e. personal vehicles, bicycles, etc) 

– wider services coverage which gives public transport access to members of the community who could not previously 

travel via bus route 

– other social-economic factors, such as increase in demand for eco-friendly methods of transport 

– we understand that there is a minor gap in the market following the implementation of the ConnectVillages service, 

namely, there is no evening service to most of the North of the Island other than Jurby. Bus Vannin has applied to extend to 

extend the coverage to include Friday and Saturday evenings and this is awaiting RTLC approval. Accordingly, assuming 

that the extension to the service is granted, it would appear that the ConnectVillages service extends to all routes previously 

covered under the traditional bus services 

• In terms of consumer impact, the evidence suggests that, overall, the implementation of ConnectVillages is beneficial to the 

community as it connects communities, brings convenience and reaches homes not only along the bus routes, and therefore 

appears to achieve the policy objectives of promoting social inclusion whilst aimed at providing a customised and efficient 

service: 

– we note that the consumer impact appears to be particular pertinent when considering the counterfactual scenario where 

some of the loss making off-peak services may have to be withdrawn, thus disproportionately affecting people living in low 

density population areas 

• In terms of impact on the taxi trade, this does not appear to be significant as only one complaint has been received 

• Whilst we cannot definitively conclude without further information on passenger numbers and the reason for any changes, 

together with further information from the taxi operators on the impact on the taxi trade, on the basis of the information provided, 

the ConnectVillages service appears to have had a limited impact on the taxi trade and achieves a social-economic policy goal 

of providing more accessible transport options to consumers in the North of the Island (whilst reducing costs from the previously 

less efficient traditional bus services). It therefore appears that the ConnectVillages service is unlikely to be anti-competitive 
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ConnectPorts 

• In contrast to ConnectVillages, ConnectPorts was implemented as a new, standalone service to provide customers with 

additional means of travel to the airport or sea terminal, whilst also allowing more efficient use of Government resources 

(providing a demand responsive service rather than a scheduled bus service) 

• Accordingly, to determine whether or not the implementation of the ConnectPorts service by Bus Vannin could be 

considered to be ‘anti-competitive’ (and assuming Bus Vannin holds a dominant position in the relevant product market) we will 

consider whether: 

– there is evidence of customers switching services from the taxi industry to Bus Vannin’s new services 

– in the implementation of its demand responsive services, Bus Vannin set prices below some relevant measure of cost. In 

our cost-based assessment, we will also consider whether an ‘as efficient competitor’ could profitably engage in the same 

conduct 

– there is actual evidence of predatory intent 

– there is a realistic possibility that Bus Vannin would be able to recoup the cost of predation at a later stage 

Evidence of customer-switching 

• As part of the OFT’s investigation, the OFT sent requests for information to taxi operators and other relevant parties to 

determine how they had been impacted by the introduction of the ConnectPorts service. In reviewing the responses received, we 

note: 

– five respondents in the taxi industry mentioned that the service impacted their business; 

– one local authority expressed concerns of the potential impact on the taxi industry on behalf of their constituents; and 

– two respondents stated that they are not aware of any impact of concern 

• Although the complaints allude to the fact that the ConnectPorts service has cannibalised sales of the private taxi industry, 

we have not seen any financial data to support the loss of income claimed by the taxi operators 

Measure of cost 

• In our cost-based assessment, we would need to review relevant financial information from Bus Vannin to determine whether 

it prices its services below some measure of cost. As part of our cost-based assessment, we would consider the following areas: 

– mixed neutrality (the state competing with private sector and third parties) and how this may distort competition; 

– details of the price of the services provided by Bus Vannin, along with the cost base; 

– the impact on the transport sector based on long term accounts and passenger data before and after the introduction of 

demand-response services; and 

– review the profitability/losses incurred by Bus Vannin and the industry and evaluate the level of market distortion (if any) 

• To determine whether there is an indication of predatory pricing by Bus Vannin we would consider whether Bus Vannin 

prices at a level below AAC, i.e. the cost Bus Vannin would avoid if it were to cease its demand response services and/or ATC 

Bus Vannin operating costs 

• In running the ConnectPorts service: 

– Bus Vannin’s avoidable cost base consists of: 

– labour; 

– fuel; 

– depreciation in capital (i.e. depreciation of minibuses); 

– administration costs specifically related to ConnectPorts; and 

– maintenance 

– Bus Vannin’s fixed / other / non-avoidable cost base consists of: 

– capital costs (i.e. total cost of minibuses, bus depots, etc); 

– insurance; and 

– broader administration costs 
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ConnectPorts (continued) 

Bus Vannin operating revenue 

• As outlined in Section 3, Bus Vannin has two primary sources of income in running the ConnectPorts service: 

– DHSC budget transfer: Bus Vannin and the DHSC agreed in August 2018 that DHSC would transfer £125,000 to Bus 

Vannin to fund the patient transfer portion of the ConnectPorts service, which we understand was the amount previously 

transferred to taxi companies for running the same service 

– additional seats: in running the patient transfer portion of the ConnectPorts service, Bus Vannin offers any available 

seats to the general public at a price of £10 per person, or £5 per concession 

Bus Vannin profit and loss 

• To conclude whether Bus Vannin has set its prices below cost, detailed financial accounts on Bus Vannin’s operating profit 

and loss in the period since the inception of the ConnectPorts services are required: 

– as per the DoI’s data, we understand that the typical costs per passenger in running the ConnectPorts service would vary 

between £5.78 and £6.44; however, we have not been provided with the supporting documentation to validate this 

calculation, which we understand to be the incremental cost of transporting an additional passenger 

– although we have been provided with profit and loss accounts described as relating to the running of the ConnectPorts 

service, the DHSC and DoI have explained that the data relates to other services, and therefore should be disregarded 

– in the absence of further data, we are unable to conduct a detailed price/cost analysis to determine whether Bus Vannin 

is setting the price of the ConnectPorts services below its cost-base (which may be indicative of anti-competitive concerns), 

and whether an ‘as efficient competitor’ could profitably undertake the same conduct 

– given ConnectPorts has a mix of public and commercial services, and without separate accounts being maintained for 

the two operations, we have concerns regarding cross-subsidisation and we discuss our concerns relating to the concept of 

‘mixed neutrality’ in further detail in the principal observations 

Evidence of predatory intent 

• The Isle of Man Government’s SAVE initiative identified bus services as one area where cost savings could be made; the 

Treasury subsequently commissioned a report into Bus Vannin’s operations to determine where these cost savings could be 

realised: 

– subsequent to this report, ConnectPorts was launched as a new, standalone service to provide customers with additional 

means of travel to the airport or sea terminal (albeit the service to the sea terminal has not been operated this far), whilst 

also allowing more efficient use of Government resources (rather than offering a scheduled bus service which may be 

underutilised) 

• We have reviewed the data available to us and have not seen any evidence of predatory intent (for example, Bus Vannin 

launching the ConnectPorts services with a view to foreclose competitors) 

• Accordingly, we consider that the underlying rationale behind the implementation of the ConnectPorts service was to fulfil the 
Government’s policy objective of making cost savings whilst allowing more efficient use of Government resources, as opposed 
to any other anti-competitive intent 

 

Possibility to recuperate losses 

• As noted earlier in this Section, a relevant consideration point is whether or not the losses incurred as a result of alleged 

predation can be recouped at a later stage; specifically, it should be considered whether: 

– the predation strategy will lead to competitors exiting the market in a timely manner (if not, it may not be affordable for the 

company to engage in predatory conduct over a prolonged period of time); 

– the company can raise its prices after its competitors have left the market; and 

– barriers to entry may prevent the re-entry of competitors once the company has raised its prices 
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Possibility to recuperate losses (continued)  

Competitors exiting the market 

• The complaints raised by the taxi industry primarily relate to private taxi companies losing a significant portion of income to 

the ConnectPorts services, and therefore suggests that the private taxi companies will end up being forced to exit the market as 

they cannot compete with Bus Vannin at the price it sets: 

– the underlying assumption behind this complaint is that the loss in customer demand to Bus Vannin on these specific 

routes is significant enough to lead to losses across the taxi companies’ entire operations, which would ultimately lead to the 

exit of private taxis from the market 

– in the event that taxi companies can no longer compete, we consider that the most likely scenario would be that taxi 

services stop servicing the specific routes (namely the routes to and from the airport), but at least some would retain a 

presence on other routes on the Island 

• We have not been provided with quantitative evidence to corroborate this underlying assumption from the taxi industry, and 

consider that such information is pertinent to forming a conclusion on whether or not Bus Vannin’s conduct could lead to the exit 

of taxi companies from the market 

Incentive and/or ability to raise prices 

• Assuming that the impact of Bus Vannin’s conduct is significant enough to lead to substantial losses and subsequent exit of 

private taxi companies, it should then be considered whether or not Bus Vannin has the incentive and/or ability to raise its prices 

subsequent to the exit of its competitors from the relevant market: 

– to determine whether Bus Vannin has the incentive to raise prices, it should be considered whether there is alternative 

competition on the transport market which would prevent Bus Vannin from making such price changes. Post-exit of taxi 

companies, there is likely to be some competitive pressure exerted from other modes of transport (such as private vehicles, 

etc), albeit we do not consider that such competitive constraints would conclusively mitigate Bus Vannin’s incentive to raise 

prices 

– however, in relation to Bus Vannin’s ability to raise prices, the DoI has confirmed that any subsequent price rises would 

require Ministerial approval in the Isle of Man; accordingly, it therefore appears to be unlikely that Bus Vannin would have 

the ability to unjustifiably raise its prices subsequent to a scenario where there was an exit of its competitors 

Barriers to entry 

• Assuming that Bus Vannin does have the incentive and/or ability to raise prices subsequent to the exit of private taxi 

companies (which we would consider would be unlikely), it should then be considered whether there are any significant barriers 

to entry in the market preventing the re-entry of these competitors (or others) into the relevant market. These barriers to entry 

can be classified as monetary, or non- monetary: 

– monetary barriers to entry: 

– up front capital costs for purchasing vehicle fleet (if not already owned) 

– expenditure on advertising 

– operational license fees as per the table below: 

 

 Initial operator 
registration fee 

Section 29 ply for-hire: 5 
years 

Section 29 ply-for-hire 
extension: 5 years 

Annual operator discs 
and additional districts 

Part A 

 

£70 £53 £35 £96 / £64 

Part B 

 

£53 £53 £35 £96 / £64 

 
Notes: ‘Part A’ refers to taxis operating more than one vehicle, using a radio, and providing rank pick-ups; ‘Part B’ refers to the operation of a 

single vehicle, and without the ability to pick up passengers from taxi ranks (i.e. private hire only) 

Source: OFT preliminary report, BVN00000007 

 

– non-monetary barriers to entry: 

– for both private hire and ply-for-hire taxis, a driver must be a fit person and must have sufficient knowledge of the Isle of 

Man, consistent with section 40(4)(a) of the RT Act 

– taxi operators have to be “professionally competent” individuals of good repute with “appropriate financial standing” as 

highlighted under section 10(1) and 10(2) of the RT Act 
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Possibility to recuperate losses (continued)  

Barriers to entry (continued) 

– evidence that there is sufficient need / demand for additional taxi services in the area (schedule 2, section 3(4) of the RT 
Act) 

• We consider that the most material barrier to entry would be the upfront cost of obtaining a fleet of vehicles (assuming that the 
fleet of vehicles was not already owned): 

– given that we believe the most likely scenario would be that if taxi services stop serving the specific routes to and from 
the airport, at least some would retain a presence on alternative routes on the Island. Therefore, we consider that the 
remaining taxi services could relatively easily re-establish themselves on the airport routes in the event that Bus Vannin did 
increase its prices 

Conclusions: ConnectPorts anti-competitive behaviour 

• Overall, in reviewing the data available to us we consider that: 

– as detailed in Section 4 Bus Vannin is unlikely to meet the ‘dominance’ criteria required when considering whether an 
entity has engaged in anti-competitive conduct, albeit a conclusion on this point requires additional data and an expansion of 
scope: 

– this position has been arrived based on the current level of on demand services. In the event that Bus Vannin were to 
extend the level of such services, this may impact on whether Bus Vannin holds a dominant position 

– there is evidence, albeit anecdotal, from taxi operators of customers switching services from the taxi industry to Bus 
Vannin’s ConnectPorts service; 

– as per the DoI’s data, we understand that the typical costs per passenger in running the ConnectPorts service would vary 
between £5.78 and £6.44. However, we are unable to conclude whether or not Bus Vannin has set prices below some 
relevant measure of cost, as we understand that the ConnectPorts profit and loss is not available; 

– we have not identified any evidence to suggest that the ConnectPorts service was initiated by Bus Vannin or the DoI with 
predatory intent, but rather was a result of the Government's SAVE initiative to achieve cost savings whilst allowing more 
efficient use of Government resources and providing a necessary service; and 

– in the event that some private taxi companies did exit the market, Bus Vannin would be unlikely to be able to immediately 
raise its prices due to any price changes requiring Ministerial approval, and taxi services would likely be able to re- establish 
themselves on the airport routes following a price rise from Bus Vannin 

• We therefore consider that, based on the data available to us, Bus Vannin is unlikely to have engaged in anti-competitive 
conduct in the implementation of the ConnectPorts service, albeit further information and an expansion of scope is required to 
definitively conclude on this point 

 

State support and unfair competition 

• Whilst, based on the evidence available to us, we do not consider that Bus Vannin has engaged in anti-competitive behaviour 
under the legal and economic framework set out in Appendix B we consider that there may be merit in the complaints under the 
Unfair Competition framework: 

– the Isle of Man Government Report of the Council of Ministers Recommendation 1 Principle 5 which states that “where 
possible, if public services are to compete with the private sector, competition must be fair, with special care being taken to 
avoid cross-subsidisation of commercial activities from revenue funded budgets” 

• We have not been provided with financial data to confirm that (i) the £125,000 DHSC funding for PTS ConnectPorts only 
covers PTS ConnectPorts, and that the theoretical charge per passenger is not below the cost base of operating the service; 
and (ii) the rational for the charges to paying customers. In addition we have not been provided with financial information to 
establish what a market operator would charge 

• If prices were in line with a normal market operator this would not be considered a subsidised service; however, in the 
absence of information related to what a market operator would charge, there may be indications that the demand responsive 
service, as a commercial service, is being cross-subsidised by the state 

• As we understand, at the date of this report, the only legal framework for state aid/subsidy control in the Isle of Man is the 
WTO Agreement on Subsides and Countervailing Measures – these frameworks would not apply to Bus Vannin as Bus Vannin 
is providing domestic services: 

– the WTO Agreement covers products and not services 

– the WTO Agreement considers conduct that has caused ‘harm’ to another country or has an impact on export/import 
markets 

• Whilst competition law is being further developed in the Isle of Man, parallels could be drawn with EU/UK state aid/subsidy 
control rules which would provide a framework reference, stating that if there was information available to support the claim that 
the demand response services were providing a service of general economic interest, and the total level of state aid support was 
below the EU/UK thresholds, this would not be deemed an issue and would address the complaint 

• We discuss this further in our principal observations 
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A. Glossary of terms 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

General terms  

the Act The Isle of Man Fair Trading Act 1996 

AAC Average avoidable cost 

AD&N Applications, Decisions and Notices Circulars 

AEC As efficient competitor 

ATC Average total cost 

Bus Vannin Government-owned and operated bus service on the Isle of Man 

ConnectPorts Demand response service operating under regular service licences 

issued by the Road Transport Licensing Committee that picks up 

passengers from across the Isle of Man and drops them off at either the 

airport or the sea terminal 

ConnectVillages Demand response service operating under regular service licences 

issued by the Road Transport Licensing Committee that covers the North 

of the Island 

DHSC Department of Health and Social Care 

DoI Department of Infrastructure 

IoM Government Isle of Man Government 

the Island The Isle of Man 

MHK Member of the House of Keys 

Mixed neutrality Used interchangeably with ‘competition neutrality’, i.e. the 

concept of the state competing with the private sector 

North of the Island Parishes in the North of Isle of Man including Andreas, Bride, Jurby, 

Ramsey, Maughold 

OFT Office of Fair Trading 

PT ConnectPorts Patient transfer service within ConnectPorts 

PPV Public passenger vehicles 

 
Renal Dialysis Services In-island medical transport services operated by Bus Vannin for renal 

dialysis patients 

the RT Act The Isle of Man Road Transport Act 2001 

RTLC Road Transport Licensing Committee 

SAVE Securing Added Value and Efficiencies programme, initiated in 2017 to 

identify opportunities, efficiencies and savings in public finance 

expenditure to meet the cost reduction targets 

SSNIP SSNIP test seeks to identify smallest market within which a 

hypothetical monopolist could impose a Small Significant Non- 

transitory Increase in Price 

TFEU Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union 

 UNITE Previously the Taxi Federation 

WTO World Trade Organisation 
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Legal framework 

Fair Trade Act 1996 

• Competition law in the Isle of Man is governed under Part 2 of the Act. The Act prohibits anti-competitive practices which are 
defined by Section 8(1) in the following terms: 

“a person engages in an anti-competitive practice if he pursues a course of conduct which, of itself or when taken together 
with a course of conduct pursued by another person or other persons, has or is intended to have or is likely to have the 
effect of restricting, distorting or preventing competition in connection with the production, supply or acquisition of goods in 
the Island or the supply or securing of services in the Island” 

• It should be highlighted that Section 8(1) of the Act is applicable regardless of whether the alleged anti-competitive conduct is 
undertaken by an entity in the public or private sector. This will be relevant in our analyses as Bus Vannin is ultimately owned by 
the Isle of Man Government, a public body, and competes with other privately owned entities in the relevant market 

EU competition law 

• Under European competition law, Article 102 TFEU states that: 

“Any abuse by one or more undertakings of a dominant position within the internal market or in a substantial part of it shall 
be prohibited as incompatible with the internal market in so far as it may affect trade between Member States. 

Such abuse may, in particular, consist in: 

a. directly or indirectly imposing unfair purchase or selling prices or other unfair trading conditions; 

b. limiting production, markets or technical development to the prejudice of consumers; 

c. applying dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parties, thereby placing them at a 
competitive disadvantage; 

d. making the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other parties of supplementary obligations which, by 
their nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the subject of such contracts.” 

• Accordingly, under European competition law, it must first be determined whether or not the undertaking (Bus Vannin) holds 
a dominant position in the relevant market (albeit we note that this assessment does not appear to be explicitly required under 
Part 2 of the Act) 

• We discuss an assessment of market dominance at Section 5 

Distortion of fair competition 

• Fair competition may be distorted in markets where one company is conferred a select economic advantage over a 
competitor, which ultimately leads to (or may lead to) the distortion of competition in the relevant market 

• At a policy level in the Isle of Man, the notion of fair competition between entities in the public and private sector operating in 
the same market is reflected in the Scope of Government Report of the Council of Ministers, which, in Recommendation 1, 
Principle 5, states: 

“if public services are to compete with the private sector, competition must be fair, with special care being taken to avoid cross-
subsidisation of commercial activities from revenue-funded budgets” 

• Accordingly, for the purpose of our review, we consider that Section 8(1) of the Act, supported by the Isle of Man 
Government policies, read in conjunction with Article 102 TFEU, sets out the relevant legal framework which will be relied on for 
the purpose of our review into the alleged anti-competitive practices of Bus Vannin, a subsidiary of the Isle of Man Government 

Economic framework 

• The allegations against Bus Vannin are that it engaged in anti-competitive conduct in the market for demand responsive 
services; specifically, it is alleged that Bus Vannin engaged in predatory pricing with an intent to foreclose competition in the 
market for private taxi services 

• A company is considered to have engaged in predatory conduct if it deliberately incurs losses (or forgoes profits) in the short-
term, with a view to foreclose competitors and subsequently strengthen its market power 

• To form a conclusion as to whether Bus Vannin engaged in price predation, we will consider whether: 

– there is evidence of customers switching services from the taxi industry to Bus Vannin’s new services 

– in the implementation of its demand responsive services, Bus Vannin set prices below some relevant measure of cost. In 
our cost-based assessment, we will also consider whether an ‘as efficient competitor’ could profitably engage in the same 
conduct 

– there is actual evidence of predatory intent 

– there is a realistic possibility that Bus Vannin would be able to recoup the cost of predation at a later stage 
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B. Legal and economic framework 
(continued) 
Economic framework (continued) 

Evidence of customers switching 

• We will consider evidence of customers switching by reference to the impact on the transport sector based on long 
term accounts and passenger data before and after the introduction of demand-response services 

Price versus cost 

In respect of our cost-based assessment, we will review relevant financial information from Bus Vannin to determine whether 
it prices its services below some measure of cost. As part of our cost-based assessment, we will consider the following areas: 

• mixed neutrality (the state competing with private sector and third parties) and how this may distort competition; 

• details of the price of the services provided by Bus Vannin, along with the cost base; and 

• review the profitability/losses incurred by Bus Vannin and the industry and evaluate the level of market distortion (if 
any) 

– To determine whether there is an indication of predatory pricing by Bus Vannin, as set out in the table below, 
we will consider whether Bus Vannin prices at a level below AAC, i.e. the average cost Bus Vannin would no longer incur if it 
ceased the demand responsive services, and/or ATC: 

 
Akzo cost-based predation test 
 

 
Below AAC Evidence indicates predation 

Above AAC, but below ATC Evidence on costs may indicate predation, but evidence of intent to foreclose also 
required 

Above AAC, but below ATC Evidence does not indicate predation 
 

 

 
AEC test 

• In conducting our cost-based assessment, we will also implement the ‘as-efficient- competitor’ test. The aim of the 
AEC test is to determine whether the alleged anti- competitive conduct is capable of excluding a competitor which is ‘as 
efficient’ as Bus Vannin 

• Any cost-based predation analysis should consider whether an equally efficient competitor would plausibly 
undertake the same actions; it may not be relevant to consider whether less efficient competitors would undertake the same 
conduct, as they are unable to match the pricing strategy of the more efficient competitor without incurring losses 

• Accordingly, for the purpose of our cost-based predation assessment, we will principally consider whether Bus 
Vannin priced below its own cost base for demand response services in isolation; we consider that it is less relevant to 
consider whether Bus Vannin priced below the cost base of its competitors (who may be less efficient), albeit we will review 
the data of competitors, if available, to better understand the true cost base on a comparable basis: 

– we note that the implementation of the AEC test in UK case law has recently been challenged (for example in 
the Royal Mail / Whistl abuse of dominance investigation, the Court of Appeal concluded that the AEC test was not relevant as 
Royal Mail held structural advantages over its competitors, and therefore an ‘as- efficient-competitor’ could not plausibly 
operate under the same conditions) 

– accordingly, whilst we will utilise the AEC methodology to guide our analysis, we will also take specific market 
characteristics (unique to Bus Vannin) into consideration, to determine whether an as-efficient-competitor, absent these 
structural advantages, could plausibly operate in the same market 

•  As stated in the 2015 Competition Law in the Isle of Man working paper: 

“Where possible, if public services are to compete with the private sector, competition must be fair, with special care being 
taken to avoid cross-subsidisation of commercial activities from revenue funded budgets. 

Having established the principle that there should be a level playing field in mixed markets, it is necessary to consider how to 
determine a level playing field. Whilst the ideal situation would be that a public sector trading body should be operating 
similarly to a private company, this is unrealistic. It is a completely different body. If the OFT were investigating an allegation 
of an anticompetitive practice against a public sector trading body, it would look at the advantages and disadvantages which it 
had over its private sector competitors and assess whether, on balance, it was enjoying net advantages which resulted in 
competition being distorted. The public body should set a price for the goods or service so that it fully recovers the true 
competitively neutral cost (i.e., by setting a price which recovers the variable cost of providing the service, plus a reasonable 
allocation of fixed cost, if those fixed costs are also being used for other services over the long term.” 

 
 

 
Price range Predation analysis 
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B. Legal and economic framework 
(continued) 
Economic framework (continued) 

Measure of cost (continued)  

AEC test (continued) 

• Accordingly, our review will determine whether Bus Vannin set a price for its demand response services such that 

it fully recovered the competitively neutral cost (i.e. the variable cost of providing the service). We will then consider whether 

or not fixed costs can plausibly be considered in the cost assessment, and whether Bus Vannin held any structural market 

advantages over its competitors 

• In the event that Bus Vannin has priced below cost in the provision of demand response services, we will consider 

whether this strategy was pursued to correct a market failure; here, we will review internal documents to determine whether 

the ConnectVillages and ConnectPorts services are deemed as essential public services (i.e. offering services that would not 

otherwise be offered), or are being run as pure commercial operations; 

– encourage social inclusion or serve the needs of the community; and/or 

– achieve any other social objectives (such as becoming carbon neutral, increasing the use of public transport, 

etc) 

Evidence of predatory intent 

•  Although not expressly required under the Fair Trading Act (1996) (which is applicable regardless of whether or 

not the alleged anti-competitive conduct is intentional), we have conducted a review into the available internal documents of 

Bus Vannin and the DoI to better understand the rationale for the implementation of the demand responsive services. We will 

conduct both a manual review, in addition to a key word search of relevant documents, to determine whether the demand 

response services were being deployed with predatory intent: 

– this review should shed light on whether the scheme was implemented with anti- competitive intent or 

otherwise (i.e. for the benefit of consumers on the Island) 

•  In addition, we have reviewed correspondence between relevant parties to understand the rationale for the 

complaint, as well as the perceived impact on public welfare from the services provided by Bus Vannin, albeit this will be 

assessed in tandem with the ability of Bus Vannin to recoup its costs at a later stage, as discussed below 

Recoupment of costs 

•  As part of our review, assuming that Bus Vannin are found to have priced below cost, we will consider whether or 

not the losses incurred as a result of predation will be recouped at a later stage; specifically, it we will consider whether: 

– the predation strategy will lead to competitors exiting the market in a timely manner (if not, it may not be 

affordable for the company to engage in predatory conduct over a prolonged period of time) 

– there are sufficient barriers to entry in the market. Assuming exit occurs and prices are increased, it should be 

considered whether entrants (either new competitors or existing competitors who previously exited the market) could enter the 

market during the recoupment phase without incurring large sunk costs 

•  The possibility for recoupment is relevant as it may give insight as to whether the alleged conduct is likely to be 

predatory; if recoupment is not possible, for example if the threat of entry by new customers into the relevant market is 

sufficient to keep prices low, then consumers are unlikely to be harmed as a result of the alleged conduct and therefore it may 

not be deemed as anti-competitive 
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C. Index of data 

Index of data received and reviewed1,2 

 

Number of files  
Description 

847 Total documents received 

844 Total documents with supported file types 

Based on relevance: 

341 Relevant documents based on our preliminary review 

26 Key documents based on our preliminary review 

Based on category: 

53 Cost information: Bus Vannin 

24 Cost information: Taxis and others 

20 Passenger Number Data 

31 Price information: Bus Vannin 

9 Price information: Taxis and others 

110 Qualitative evidence: Bus Vannin 

109 Qualitative evidence: Taxis and others 

119 Subsidy and grant information 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes: 1 As agreed with the OFT, we have provided a high-level summary index of the documents reviewed. We hold a complete index 

and breakdown of documents which can be provided to the OFT at its request 
2 Some documents fit into multiple categories 
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D. Scope and limitations 

Scope and limitations 

•  The information contained in this report is based primarily on: 

– discussions with the OFT 

– information provided by the OFT 

– document collected by the OFT from other departments, taxi companies and individuals 

– information received and reviewed as summarised in Appendix C 

Our review of the affairs of Bus Vannin does not constitute an audit in Accordance with Auditing Standards and we have 

carried out no verification work. We have relied on explanations and source information provided to us by the directors 

and management team. Consequently we do not express an opinion on the figures included in the report 

The responsibility for forecasts and the assumptions on which they are based is solely that of Bus Vannin. It must be 

emphasised that all profit and cashflow forecasts necessarily depend on subjective judgement. They are, to a greater 

or lesser extent, according to the nature of the business and the period covered by the forecasts, subject to inherent 

uncertainties. In consequence, they are not capable of being substantiated or audited in the same way as financial 

statements that present the results of completed accounting periods 

This report is issued on the understanding that the Directors and Management teams have drawn our attention to all matters 

of which they are aware concerning the financial and operational position of Bus Vannin which may have an impact on 

our report, up to the date of this report. We have no responsibility to update this report for events and circumstances 

occurring after the date of this report 

This report is confidential and has been prepared exclusively for the OFT. It should not be used, reproduced or circulated to 

any other party for any other purpose, in whole or in part, without our prior written consent. Such consent will only be 

given after full consideration of the circumstances at the time 
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E. Isle of Man Bus Route Map 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: www.iombusandrail.im/timetables-routes-and-fares/routes-and-maps/ 

 
 

 

http://www.iombusandrail.im/timetables-routes-and-fares/routes-and-maps/
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F. Lezayre Parish Commissioners 
response 
 

LEZAYRE PARISH COMMISSIONERS 
BARRANTTEE SKYLL CHREEST NY H’ARREY 

Please reply to the Clerk, Lezayre Parish Commissioners, 
Lezayre Community Hall, Clenagh Road, Sulby, Lezayre, 

Isle of Man IM7 3AB Tel 01624 890183 email 
lezayrecom@manx.net 

www.lezayreparish.org 
 
 
3rd December 2021 
 
Zahad Miah 
Office of Fair Trading 
Thie Slieau Whallian 
Foxdale Road 
St John’s 
IM4 3AS 
 
Investigation under Fair Trading Act 1996 – Provision of Demand Responsive 
Services by Bus Vannin 
 
Further to your email dated 17th November 2021 which enclosed a copy of the 
preliminary investigation (November 21) in connection with the above my Commissioners 
would like to make comments which are shown below. 
 
The Commissioners original concerns were raised by the circulation of AD&N 506, 
23.12.19, in which the Department of Infrastructure (DOI) trading as Bus Vannin were 
applying for a New Regular Service License:- 
 
Application for a New Regular Service Licence – Department of Infrastructure, t/a Bus 
Vannin 
RSL No. 02/58 – connect Villages. 
To provide a Section 25 Regular Service as follows: 
Route or route limits – the predetermined route limits for this service will be the whole of 
Kirk Michael, all areas north of the A3 road between Kirk Michael and Ramsey, all of the 
town of Ramsey and Maughold parish. Any suitable road may be used. The Regular 
Service will not include any school services, excursions or courtesy services. 
 
At this time the Commissioners felt the introduction of this service was premature as 
there had been several comments made by the residents of Jurby that the service 
provided to the North was not working, and that a preference was for a timetabled service 
as the residents would know when a bus was coming, rather than having to think ahead 
and pre book transport. We do not know if the service trialled in the North has improved 
as this is mostly linked to the Jurby, Andreas and Bride areas. 
 
The Commissioners were worried about the extension of the service as it intended to 
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service Maughold and the A3 between Ramsey and Kirk Michael as this may in the future 
effect the number 5 and 6 buses who take passengers to the hospital, which is really 
useful. 
 
At this time they also commented in support of the Taxi Drivers who had asked your 
department to investigate the introduction of Bus Vannin services which were in fact prior 
to this application in AD&N 506, namely those approved under AD&N 490 
 
Reading through the report prepared for the investigation, which is a hard read, we have 
made the following observations. 
 
The Connect Ports service was applied for by Bus Vannin on AD&N number 483 in 
November 2017, item 2, along with Connect Villages (Kirk Michael – Ramsey and 
Maughold – Ramsey) item 1. These were subsequently withdrawn in AD&N number 487 
and the times extended as applied for under AD&N number 487. 
 
In AD&N number 487 10th April 2018, both services are applied for again, but the 
operating times are extended to earlier in the morning and later in the evening throughout 
the day. 
 
In AD&N number 489, 22nd June 2018 the decision to grant an approval for Bus Vannin 
to operate a demand response service, serving the Sea Terminal and the Airport was 
deferred but subsequently approved on AD&N number 490 26th July 2018. 
 
The report advises that the OFT received a complaint from the Taxi Industry on 23rd April 
2018, prior to the approval being granted in July 2018 within AD&N 490. 
 
Perhaps the RTLC should have delayed the decision granted under 490, until after the 
OFT had completed the investigation. 
 
We understand that Bus Vannin were aware of several mini buses used around the 
island for various services, i.e., schools, 3rd sector providers etc, but at times were 
parked up and unused. This resource along with newly purchased vehicles would be 
used to provide the services mentioned above. 
 
Connect Ports 
 
Once established, Bus Vannin extended the service to provide pick up for residents 
requiring transport to the airport for visits to hospitals in Liverpool. Prior to the Connect 
Ports service, taxi services were used. Some residents would receive this service free of 
charge, if they were in receipt of benefits. Other residents would have to make their own 
arrangements and perhaps book and pay for a taxi themselves. 
 
In providing this services, Bus Vannin have removed from the market the need for taxis 
to provide their service at these times. We understand this may have been a contract 
between DHSC and a Taxi Company 
 
The DHSC also transferred the patients needing the taxi service to the connect ports 
service, which saved money for their department. 
 
The report quotes the prices charged by those using this service that do not receive it 
free of charge. These are quoted at £10 adult and £5 child. These charges are well below 
the cost of a taxi to the airport, and whilst this provides a saving for the general public, it 
will be at a loss to the taxi provider. 
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We do not know if any notice was given to the taxi industry prior to the application 
appearing in the AD&N in April and July 2018. 
 
 
Connect Villages 
 
Looking at the Connect Villages situation, we understand that the Government were 
tasked with trying to make savings/prevent losses within the service provided by the 
regular bus timetable. 
 
The report states that “the Connect Villages demand response service was implemented 
as a direct replacement to the previous scheduled bus service in the North of the Island 
which were deemed to be inefficient due to limited utilisation”. 
 
As a result of the SAVE initiative it concluded that Bus Vannin should put on a demand 
responsive transport service in its place. 
 
Bus Vannin should provide buses to the North of the Island in spite of them being a loss. 
Other routes, make a profit, so maybe one could off set the other. Many services 
provided from non government run organisations receive a financial sub-vention on any 
shortfall. Why should the bus service be any different? 
 
When the usual timetable bus service was running, members of the public could plan any 
travel around the timetable accordingly. If transport was required outside of the 
timetabled service the public may have chosen to book a taxi. 
 
When the connect villages started you could only book transport by organising it the day 
before, so any required travel would have to be known in advance, which of course isn’t 
how lives necessarily run. With a timetabled service, you would at least know you could 
catch a bus at the time stated. 
 
Rather than discontinuing the timetabled buses, they should have introduced minibuses 
to serve the areas during off peak times. Bus Vannin would know from numbers travelling 
when smaller or larger buses would be required. If this did not work, then perhaps the 
demand response could have been introduced. 
 
On page 17 a table is provided which shows the number of Ply for Hire vehicles and PPV 
drivers licensed for Ply for Hire from 2013 to 2018. 
 
The information informs that there is a decline in both categories. It would be interesting 
to know if this has continued in the subsequent years, 2019-2020. Has it continued to 
decline. 
 
On page 27 a further table iis provided which shows passenger numbers using the 
traditional bus service compared to the numbers using the New Connect Villages service. 
 
This claims to compare the data on a monthly basis, and for the prior year. 
In our opinion the table does not show this, as there are gaps in the data and also 
comparisons are not for the previous year but sometimes 2 years previous. 
 
This information was queried by our Clerk and an explanation was received advising as 
follows:- 
ConnectVillages started in limited parts of the north from December 2018 and did not 
operate in the whole of the north until later in 2019; the existing scheduled bus services 
were running in parallel for a few months with ConnectVillages services. This is why the 
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figures for ConnectVillages don’t start until May 2019. The figures run to November 2019 
but the December 2019 figure could not be used as the figure from December 2018 was 
excluded. 
 
 
The timeline of figures continues with January and February 2020 as Covid took effect 
from March 2020. 
 
In order to make the nearest available comparison with regular bus services figures, 
January and February 2018 have been included. 
 
If the table is trying to demonstrate a small 5% increase in the number of passengers 
now using the Connect Village service, we should have sight of all the information from 
when the service was introduced whether it was phased in or not. At the phased stage an 
increase of decrease would be noticed in the data. 
 
The Connect Villages started in December 18, we should see comparative data from 
December 17 onwards. If we have data for 2020 and 2021, show this too. More data is 
good.  
Could this table we re-written to capture all data, from 12 months prior to the service 
being introduced. i.e. Compare December 17 with December 18 etc. 
 
The date the Connect Ports started is not advised, but this could be obtained. It would be 
interesting to know the number of residents using this service, if only to establish if it 
should continue, as it was only meant to operate for a one year trial. It would 
demonstrate if this service is viable or not? 
 
Have the taxi companies submitted any information that may show a reduction in the 
number of passengers they are carrying over the same period of time. Having this 
information may be very useful. 
 
We have not commented on all aspects of the investigation document, but feel the points 
we have made are quite relevant. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Maureen Rimmer 
Clerk 
On behalf of Lezayre Parish Commissioners 
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G. Unite Taxi response 
 
DEAR TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

 

Isle of Man UNITE Taxi Branch Feedback on OFT Report 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. We write further to the receipt of the report (“OFT report”) prepared on behalf of the Office of Fair 

Trading pursuant to section 9(1) of the Fair Trading Act to provide our views and feedback on the contents 

of the OFT report. 

 

2. THE MARKET AND ITS DEFINITION 

 

2.1. We understand that the first element to any investigation of this nature is whether there is a market or 

the potential to be a market or whether there is already a market. 

 

2.2. The OFT report addresses the Market at pages 21 to 24.  In doing so, the OFT report provides three 

categories of Product Market being traditional bus services, the demand response market and the private 

taxi market.  We would disagree with the nature of this categorisation which appears to suggest that the 

demand response market is in a standalone and new category of product; this does not appear to be correct. 

 
2.3. As far as we are aware there are three distinct categories or markets which are currently in existence: 

 

2.3.1. Traditional, fixed route, regular, timetabled public transport services (s.25 licence RTA 2001) (“Bus 

Service”); 

 

2.3.2. Flexible routes, fares and on demand services (“Responsive Services”):   

 

This category includes (but is not limited to): 

 

1.a.i.Private Hire Cars and Minibuses  (https://www.gov.im/about-the-government/offices/road-

transport-licensing-committee/ppv-drivers-operators/about-ppvs/private-hire-cars-and-

minibuses/); 

 

1.a.ii.Public operated cars and minibuses (e.g. ConnectPorts, ConnectVillages and School services) 

operated by Bus Vannin and other departments; 

 

2.3.3. Immediate ply for hire from highway or public place (s.29 licence RTA 2001) (“Hackney Taxi 

Service”). 

 

https://www.gov.im/about-the-government/offices/road-transport-licensing-committee/ppv-drivers-operators/about-ppvs/private-hire-cars-and-minibuses/
https://www.gov.im/about-the-government/offices/road-transport-licensing-committee/ppv-drivers-operators/about-ppvs/private-hire-cars-and-minibuses/
https://www.gov.im/about-the-government/offices/road-transport-licensing-committee/ppv-drivers-operators/about-ppvs/private-hire-cars-and-minibuses/
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2.4. There is clearly an amount of overlap in that the private operators (our members) who operate Hackney 

Taxi Services also provide services in the Responsive Services. 

 

2.5. The market that both ConnectPort and ConnectVillages is competing with is therefore the established 

market of Responsive Services provided by the private hire operators and supported by the Hackney Taxi 

Services.  These are all on demand or booking services.  There is no assessment of the market share 

between the private and public sectors attempted in this OFT report. 

 

2.6. We would also welcome clarification as to why the personal vehicles and other are included in this 

market.  In any market there is always the option open for the customer to build the good himself or deliver 

the service himself so we are not sure how this factors in to the consideration here. 

 
2.7. The market definition is clearly important to establish as from this the next steps, applied in the OFT 

report, continue to proceed upon. Given this we disagree we cannot agree with the assessment that Bus 

Vannin does not have a dominant position 

 
2.8. It is submitted that the fundamental flaws in this definition of the market undermines the remainder of the 

OFT report including the conclusion reached in this section that “Bus Vannin cannot be engaging in anti-

competitive conduct”.   

 
2.9. We implore the Council of Ministers to reconsider this matter as it will be crucial to its findings in this 

matter.  Once the markets have been reassessed we then we respectfully invite the Council to consider a 

more detailed gathering of evidence before the ConnectPorts and ConnectVillages is rolled out across the 

Isle of Man.   

 

3. CONSIDERATION OF ANTI-COMPETITIVE CONDUCT 

 

3.1. ConnectVillages 

 

3.2. The ConnectVillages’ conclusions appear to have been drawn solely based upon figures and data for the 

pilot Scheme replacing the routes 12 and off-peak 16-20 and 20A in the North should Bus Vannin be granted.  

Be granted further licences in other areas the impact will be much greater. If data has been provided 

regarding the other areas in which these responsive services operated by Bus Vannin are going to be 

introduced was included in this report, we would welcome sight of this so we can comment further. 

 
3.3. In respect of the figures for the pilot scheme, an increase in passenger numbers in the area of 5% is 

dismissed by the OFT report as an insignificant increase which we note represents about 500 journey’s per 

month or 16 fares a day (500 passengers / 30 days) to the Responsive Services.  We gathering data but we 

suspect that this represents the average for a small taxi operator in the area running two taxis. 

 

3.4. This increase in passengers on the buses may appear insignificant to the author and may be 

insignificant to Bus Vannin (who have replaced their 100% market share of traditional bus routes – perhaps 
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running less services but no confirmation is provided here - with Responsive Services) but a reduction of this 

scale to the private industry is clearly significant.  This in itself demonstrates Bus Vannin’s newly founded 

market share of the Responsive Services element of the market.   

 
3.5. Bus Vannin are able to run this Responsive Service which will be subsidised by the public, therefore with 

no requirement to make a profit, and with cheaper licensing fees, their own fuel depot tax advantages and 

what would appear to be unlimited funds for these services.  

 
3.6. The final consideration on ConnectVillages that we ask the Council to consider is the roll out of this across 

the rest of the Isle of Man.  Although the conclusion of the OFT report is that there is insignificant impact 

(based on the figures – as disputed above) following the current pilot, it would be disingenuous to declare 

that the pilot was a success therefore the other areas should be of equal success without proper 

consideration of the more local factors relevant to each area.   

 
3.7. ConnectPorts 

 
3.8. We first address the comment “we have not seen any financial data to support the loss of income claimed 

by the taxi operators”.  This is difficult information to secure.  ConnectPorts began in 2019 and had only been 

running for one year when the COVID crisis hit the Isle of Man and given the difficulties the Taxi industry has 

faced in the last 21 months following the outbreak of COVID19 a year on year comparator at this time would 

have to be met with caution as clearly 2020 and 2021 will be outlier years. 

 
3.9. As the world recovers the industry hopes to be able to recover from this and the information you seek 

will become available.   

 
3.10. Given the number of caveats that the author has had to include in this section of his report to enable 

him to arrive at a conclusion we remain of the view that the Council should recommend further investigation 

to include the financials behind Bus Vannin running this new Responsive Services.  We respectfully submit 

included in this account should be: 

 
(i) the value of the capital assets which are being utilised in the competition, 

(ii) the running costs of those assets, 

(iii) the cost of employment, 

(iv) management costs and 

(v) full particulars of the state aid or subsidises. 

 

All of these items would have to be incurred (and are being incurred) by the private operators. 

 

3.11. In respect of the SAVE initiate, we do not understand how expanding the operations of Bus Vannin to 

include an island wide responsive service of this type has saved money for the government.  The only 

“saving” appears to be that the IoM Government now pay Bus Vannin to deliver the service of patient 

transport that was once provided by private operators. Without further information on this it is difficult to 

ascertain how this saving has been made given that the (state funded) capital investment to deliver this 

service would have been significant. 
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3.12. We support the observation that “there may be merit for there to be a consideration of whether the 

ConnectVillages and ConnectPorts services were deemed to be providing a service of general economic 

interest.” 

 
4. SUMMARY 

 

4.1. In light of the preliminary conclusions in the OFT report we would implore the Council to refer the matter 

back to the “Board for investigation” with an expanded scope to explore the matter further as the OFT report 

recommends but also to include a review of whether the OFT report includes the correct assessment of the 

product/market as we have explored above. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

 

Mike Birchall  

Secretary Isle of Man UNITE Taxi Branch. 

Tel +44 7624 226797  

13 December 2021 
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H. B Murphy Taxi operator response 
 

Barry Murphy - Feedback on OFT Report 
 
 
Dear Zahed  
 
 
Firstly thank you for sending me a copy of the report and allowing me the opportunity to have a 
point of view on it. I have not shared it, discussed it, copied it or otherwise. I resisted temptation 
regardless of how disappointed I was reading it.. 
 
My thoughts briefly are these. I intend to keep this short.  
 
With regards Connect Villages.  
*The report mentions 'limited impact'. What the report didn't mention is the impact that the service 
had on me and my business. I provide a link to the 3FM story which appears to be missed from 
the report. 
 
https://www.three.fm/news/isle-of-man-news/taxi-driver-forced-out-of-kirk-michael-by-doi-
minibuses/ 
 
*Whether it has more users than the previous type of service is unimportant. What is important in 
my opinion is that it provides what is essentially a private hire taxi service, because of the nature 
of the way the bus is booked. It is disappointing that this basic fact is missed. It is after all, or 
should be the key argument or subject study of Grant Thornton. 
 
With regards the conclusions for 'Connect Ports' I think the following.  
 
*The Connect Ports service affected me in the same way that the Connect Villages did. What it 
done and will likely continue to do is many of the longer journeys away from me. A private hire 
taxi service needs a fair share of these runs to make the business viable. A bus service with a 
booking system pretty much the same as a pre-booked taxi service will have a huge impact. More 
importantly it will likely future stun the market and disencourage young entrepreneurs from 
entering into the market.  
 
*I believe that the funding of both 'Villages and Ports', particularly in relation to the £125,000 
budget from DHSC also requires further investigation to fully understand if services that 
essentially are booked and operated like taxi services, but have the advantage of also eventually 
picking up at bus stops have that added unfair advantage over private sector taxi services that 
must make a profit. The private sector transport industry gets nothing from Government to keep 
the business going apart from the fares it gets on a daily basis. If those fares are removed, it's 
game over. No fares no business.  
 
*The report in my opinion should not be considering that if 'Connect Villages' had not started 
there would not be a bus service at all in the rural north west of the island. Dial a Bus cannot be 
considered a standard bus service because of the door to door luxury it provides. The luxury, 
brand new Mercedes mini busses, indeed are operating by nature the same as a private hire taxi 
service albeit at a fraction of the price, because of the tax payers sponsorship. The report 
disappointed me really that this sponsorship, subsidisation, subvention, whatever it might be 
seems largely ignored within the report. We do not even know, unless I missed it, how much tax 
payers money was spent setting the service up from scratch? No ideas on any of this. It's 
taxpayers money versus the private sector. It should be included.  
 
*What seems to run through the report is claims of information lack to make final decisions. There 
seems to be much assertions based on what may or may not have been due to "absence of 
further information". If more information was required to make more conclusive decisions, I am 
very disappointed that the information was not sought. Otherwise sadly the report is poor and 

https://www.three.fm/news/isle-of-man-news/taxi-driver-forced-out-of-kirk-michael-by-doi-minibuses/
https://www.three.fm/news/isle-of-man-news/taxi-driver-forced-out-of-kirk-michael-by-doi-minibuses/
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inconclusive at best.  
 
*I disagree fully with the reports conclusion that the connect services and private taxi services 
"may not form part of the same product market and they are not considered as substitutes. They 
are in my opinion basically the same. I touched upon this matter further up the email.  
 
*The issue raised about "Dominance of the market" is very important. We all know, that both 
these services are currently running on a 12 month trial since May 2018. We all know that the 
services were allowed to continue whilst waiting for this report to be concluded. What many do 
not know is the plans to roll out 'Dial a Bus' in other areas of the island and possibly eventually 
island wide. Indeed there has been applications made to the RTLC in the last 12 months for 
further services. The question remains as to at what point the "dominance" peak is reached. If the 
market is not domineered by Bus Vannin now with its state sponsored millions, at what point will it 
be? Who knows! The question for me is do we wait to see what happens to the hundreds of 
private sector transport operators over the longer term or do we act now to try to help save the 
industry? Big risk and big question I think.  
 
*I would fully support the OFT/GRANT THORNTON if it feels that the only way to fully understand 
if there is a market dominance is to seek further data and for them to be allowed further scope. 
It's my opinion that the work so far has been very detailed but much key information is missing 
and therefore key conclusions are not necessarily missing, but I am very disappointed if my 
thoughts are correct that the OFT reached out to the local authorities, Bus Vannin etc for more 
information to make real conclusions on this report, but because of an lack of feedback much 
final important detail and fact remains unknown.  
 
*In conclusion I must add that the report itself placed very little if any interest or focus on the fact 
that the long term intention seems to be to roll out Dial A Bus island wide. As I mentioned earlier 
the RTLC are already holding applications and refuse to hear them until after this report is fully 
published.  
 
There is no mention of Government subsidies to buy these buses, maintain these buses, fuel 
these buses, tax them, insure them, pay drivers to drive them. There is no mention, unless I 
missed it in the bits I didn't understand, of any of this and the huge undeniable fact that 
Government bus services do not need to make a profit. The anti goes up of course when the 
realisation is had that these services do not arguably represent what a Section 25 licenced bus 
service is defined as within the Act as Dial a Ride to a very large extent does exactly what a taxi 
does.  
 
With that I sign off. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to address my views.  
 
Yours Sincerely 
Barry Murphy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


